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CLIO ON THE FRONTIER:
THE INTELLECTUAL EVOLUTION OF THE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO,

1859-1925
JAMES T. STENSVAAG

MIGRANTS MOVING INTO THE NEW TERRITORIES acquired at
Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 arrived in New Mexico with notions
about what they would find and how the culture they brought
would enrich the frontier. After they confronted deeply-entrenched Indian and Hispano lifestyles and attitudes, however, the
new arrivals felt less secure with their preconceptions. From that
uncertainty arose a desire to preserve ideas of value from the
civilization they had left behind, and a need to create a historical
context for the advance of English-speaking settlers into the
borderlands. The resulting apology the newcomers developed
through organizations such as the Historical Society of New Mexico helped construct the intellectual framework within which
frontiersmen and students of the frontier alike found rationales for
expansionism, at least until new forms of historical and cultural
analysis arose after the tum ofthe century.
Concerned residents of Santa Fe attempted as early as 1859 to
develop some formal historical perspective for the changes that
had recently occurred in the cultural milieu. On December 15 of
that year, a group of men including many of the most influential
in the territorial government met to organize a historical society.
Those involved included Charles P. Clever, United States marshal
in Santa Fe; Merrill Ashurst, Clever's sometime law partner; two
territorial legislators, members of prominent New Mexican families, FacundoPino and Jose Guadalupe Gallegos; Colonel John B.
Grayson of the United States Army, stationed at Fort Marcy, the
organization's first president;.Major James Lowry Donaldson, also
0028-6206/80/l 000-0293 $1.60/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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of Fort Marcy, who succeeded to the presidency when Grayson
resigned in 1861; and Kirby Benedict, chief justice of the Territorial Supreme Court. 1
The constitution for the Historical Society of New Mexico,
adopted on December 26, 1859, made manifest the desire of the
founders to strictly control membership. Initiation fees were set at
a comparatively steep five dollars. Prospective members had to
apply initially in writing and to secure recommendations from
two persons who were already in the society. Applications then
laid over until the next regular meeting, when three fourths of the
membership were required to assent. The high fees particularly
warded off any unwanted applications arid had the central effect
of limiting applications to the highest echelon of New Mexican society, i.e., American merchants and bureaucrats and the rico segment of Hispanic citizenry. Of the more than 100 applications
that came to a vote before the society adjourned sine die in 1863,
all came from the upper stratum, and only two failed. 2
The constitution left no doubt either concerning the direction in
which the members' minds should travel. "We whose names are
hereunto annexed," the preamble announced, "fully impressed
with the vast field for historical research which surrounds [sic];
determined to devote our best energies to the elucidation of the
history of this country, hitherto unwritten, and anxious to cooperate in combined effort, for this object, do now form an association. . . ."3 To fulfill their commission, the society's supporters
swore to work toward "the collection and preservation, under its
own care and direction, of all historical facts, manuscripts, documents, records and memoirs, relating to this territory; Indian antiquities and curiosities, geological and minerological specimens,
geographical maps and information, and objects of natural history." To promote these specific ends, the constitution provided
for six permanent sections, each to handle a given task: First,
History, to gather chronologies; second, Geography; third, Indian
Races; fourth, Geology and Minerology; fifth, Antiquities and Collections, to care for the material accumulated by the other sections; and sixth, Natural History, dedicated to plants and animals. 4 By the time of the second regular meeting, however, the
membership found these initial categories too restrictive, and they
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voted to add five more sections including Agriculture, Statistics,
Botany, Biography, and Meteorology and Climatology.s
Good intentions and firm initial resolve, however, neither assure
an organization's success nor prevent a historical society from
dissolving into a social function. In the case of the Historical
Sbciety of New Mexico, the members maintained a high level of
participation in consonance with the goals of the constitution.
Talks were given on a wide variety of subjects ranging from
natural history through national politics. 6 Donations to collections
ranged from books and periodicals through specimens of flora and
fauna to objects of curiosity.7 The approach to history these activities suggest is, of course, consistent with general nineteenthcentury American attitudes. Clear di~tinctions between things historical and things scientific did not yet exist, at least in popular
philosophy; for these men, history included all facets of human
experience, regardless of its origin. Empirics all, society members
sought to understand the whole of their surroundings.
Upon the first anniversary of the historical society, celebrated
New Year's Eve, 1860, Chief Justice Kirby Benedict addressed the
membership and focused on the function of the organization and
its proper role in illuminating the history of the territory. " 'Tis
now one year," Benedict began, "since this association was
wrought into form. It sprung [sic) from a profound mental want in
our natures. It flowed from the deep, restless desire of the cultivated mind to seize upon all objects which may aid in the solution
of that most interesting of all problems-MAN'S EXISTENCE
AND DESTINY."8 For the Historical Society of New Mexico, that
study began at home, with those who in the history of the Southwest provided rational, clearheaded leadership, those "who took
experience, joined it with intuition, and melded them into truth
and wisdom." This progression started with Columbus, who "introduced the New World to the European mind."9 Then for
Benedict caml1 the other gallant Spanish explorers and settlers:
"Whoever they were, they were no common, ordinary spirits.
Known circumstances prove they must have been men and women
of the stoutest heroic qualities." I 0
The Spaniards brought with them two gifts of permanence for
the natives. First they offered "the laws and civilization with
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Page from log book of "Minutes of the Historical Society of New Mexico," September 28,
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which they had been instructed and reared in the lands of their
birth. They spread over these valleys, and at once strove to realize
the highest life the age had then developed." II Second, the Spaniards pushed out from their native land "to carry the name of
JESUS and the Sacraments to the idolator who knew nothing of
the Christian or his faith-to subjugate inferiors to an acknowledgment of the Spanish crown," and, incidentally, "to win by
deeds and merit equal position with those to whom the accidents
of birth and inherited fortunes had imparted factitious advantages." 12
Their greatest achievement, Benedict continued in his paean to
the Spaniards, came from qualities of tenacity and an ability to
succeed in these goals despite overwhelming odds. "They had the
untamed Indian for their enemy, and fought him as they met him.
Let us do justice to all men who reclaimed from barbarism the
various portions of the New World."13
Violence had receded somewhat and civilization had gained a
foothold by 1860, but the chief justice warned his listeners that
they, the newcomers to the area, had now inherited many of the
same problems the Spaniards faced. "Here we are, surrounded by
the wild mountain savage. . . .He ever has been, and still is, the
ceaseless foe to the advancement of this country. He hems in,
cramps and discourages the spirits and energies of this people." 14
The Pueblo Indians, though "widely different in habits and '
character," still constituted a threat because of theirsuppressed
idolatries; the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 had proven that. IS
Continuity of historical pattern, reasoned Judge Benedict,
showed that the past becomes present whenever it is subjected to
close scrutiny. Careful consideration of history constituted the
central responsibility for those .assembled in the society's rooms
that New Year's Eve. "Members of the Historical Society of New
Mexico!. . . Do we feel as we should the duties we have chosen?
. . . The New Mexican historian stands at the base of the height of
more than three hundred years of the white man's life. . . . These
are the people who must ever command the deepest attention of
him who shall attempt to trace the historic page WIth truth and
certainty." 16
Thus did Benedict, a representative of these thoughtful men,
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give voice to the link between a progressive interpretation of history and social dogma. The movement of Anglo settlers into the
Southwest, the chief justice argued, represented more than just
new veneer on an antique civiliza tion. As Spaniards came with the
new light of hope represented in Christendom, so now the most recent advent of men from the East promised further progress
through wisdom gathered and applied scientifically. No better example of the truth of this premise could be found than in the existence of the historical society. History, after all, was a science and
at the same time incorporated other sciences as part of the study of
human experience, drawing all into a perspective within which
"man, the thinking, conscious being, is seen in concert with the
objects." 17
The state of the nation and the preoccupation of much of the
membership witl?- the national crisis did not encourage the success
of the society's good intentions. By the mid-part of 1861 many of
the strongest supporters from the army garrison returned, like
President Grayson, to the battlefields in the East. Others were
caught up, like Grayson's successor Donaldson, in the military affairs of New Mexico. The society survived the Confederate incursion into the territory and the brief occupation of Santa Fe in
March 1862, but the disruption and dislocation that the war
caused and growing debates over territorial administration did
irreparable damage. By the middle of 1863, the remaining
members decided to halt the organization's activities; on
September 28, 1863, they met to accomplish the dissolution. At
that meeting, the members gave the curator full authority to sell
all or part of the society's collections to meet its debts. Having thus
provided for clearance of possible action against the organization,
the members voted to adjourn sine die. 18
The goals of the first society did not die, however, although
seventeen years of national and territorial turmoil elapsed before
the few remaining members and other New Mexicans met to discuss reconstitution. Chief among the newer supporters of historical activity were William G. Ritch, territorial secretary and later
governor, and Lebaron Bradford Prince, who was territorial
governor when interest in the society grew once more. Upon the
twenty-first anniversary of the founding of the original society,
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December 26, 1880, these men led a gathering that reconvened
the Historical Society of New Mexico. 19 The reorganized society
adopted verbatim all but a few provisions of the 1859 constitution. Ritch became president; Prince took the vice-presidency and
acceeded to the higher office in 1894. 20
In his inaugural address delivered on February 2 i, 1881, President Ritch echoed many of the sentiments that Kirby Benedict
espoused twenty years earlier. Progress still measured the course
of history, and time for a revival of historical study on a formal
level had come as more and more signal events transformed the
Southwest. "From the year 1880 dates the advent of the railroad
into the valley of the Rio Grande-from thence communicating
through the cardinal points of the world. Manifestly, it is an event
to be fraught with the grandest results ever yet known to this most
ancient and historicalland."21 The aims of the Historical Society
of New Mexico, in light of this grand transformation yet in progress, should be clear: "We do not assume to originate any new
system; nor is success thus dependent. Historical societies in the
world of science, are among the oldest. We have only to consult
freely, and be guided by, the light of the past-adopting that finally which shall best prove itself adapted to our necessities, and
our future will be assured." To have material close at hand from
which such lessons could be learned, Ritch set out the procedures
for accomplishing the society's mandate in the clearest possible
terms-collect, but leave the interpretation and teaching to others.
Preserve the stuff of history for "the future historian and antiquarian. "22 The society could work toward these ends as had the
earlier organization, with sections designed to channel the
members' efforts along specific lines: Accordingly, the membership of the reconstituted group heartily endorsed the six divisions
spelled out in the original constitution, apparently unaware that
the first society had found them to be too constricting. 23
In addition to larger considerations such as providing the
research material from which others could build history, Ritch set
several more practical goals. Members' efforts should be aimed,
he believed, toward belaying the increasing number of artifacts of
New Mexico's heritage that newcomers were trying to carry away.
To help stop pillage, the society should educate the public about
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the past and demonstrate the value of the territorial archives and
other antiquities. In doing so, the society would achieve another
good by promoting pride and patriotism. Ritch quoted James
Smithson's aphorism that "the man of science has no country; the
world is his country and all men are his countrymen," but he also
counseled the members of the historical society to promote cultural awareness and promulgate a healthy, non-belligerent
patriotism in the manner of the Smithsonian Institution. 24
. In practical terms, Ritch told the members, they could achieve
the goals he had outlined by starting an active campaign to use
and save the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, the oldest continuing seat of government in the United States or its territories.
The old building lay in disrepair. The federal government still
held title and was unwilling to spend money for renovation. If the
society obtained permission to use all or part, and in the process
made repairs, then a great service would have been done New
Mexico. The building would also serve as a magnet to draw the
right kind of visitors-pilgrims to the shrines of history, not looters
of them. 25
The Historical Society of New Mexico did obtain permission to
meet in the Palace in 1882. Shortly thereafter, the federal government transferred ownership of the building to the territorial government, but neither the society nor the territory had sufficient
funds to restore completely either the adobe exterior or the rundown interior. The society did refurbish two rooms in the southeast corner of the Palace, using one as a meeting place and the
other as an exhibition hall to house collections. L. Bradford
Prince, who became president in 1884, continually sent entreaties
to Washington for funds to restore the society's home. He dunned
the Park Service, the Smithsonian, and Congress, all to no avail. 26
Prince's lack of success in the years after the turn of the century
prompted the territorial government to act on its own. In 1906,
the territorial legislature undertook negotiations with Edgar Lee
Hewett, who represented the Archaeological Institute of America.
Hewett, born in the United States but educated in Switzerland,
had just begun to acquire a reputation in his native country as an
ethnologist and archaeologist of Central and South American cultures, and he wished to develop an organization to serve as a
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school and a base for expeditions throughout the Southwest. He
believed that Santa Fe provided an ideal location and that the
Palace of the Governors offered many possibilities as a headquarters. 21
An irate Bradford Prince wrote his objections to Charles
Fletcher Lummis, a vice-president of the Archaeological Institute,
a student of things Southwestern, and a friend of Prince's. This
was New Mexican culture that was being tampered with, not
South American, Prince protested. Lummis replied, to Prince's
chagrin, that while he understood the society's objections from a
parochial viewpoint, within a larger perspective Hewett's proposed center for study would enhance historical work in New
Mexico as well as the lands to the south. The Archaeological Institute, moreover, had the money to restore the Palace. Lummis
assured Prince that Hewett would do a good job of restoration,
faithful to the original. 28
Despite Prince's failure to muster outside support, the society
continued its objections to Hewett's occupancy. In 1908, however, the territorial legislature approved the proposal to allow the
newcomer to use the Palace as his school. By early 1909 Hewett
had prepared to move into the portion of the structure not occupied by the society, and he so informed Prince. Since the legislature had specifically forbidden any disruption of the society's
rooms, Hewett had no choice but amiability, and he wrote to
Prince of his willingness to cooperate. He had surveyed the society's collections, he reported in March 1909, and he was sufficiently impressed that he favored a joint display of the society's
artifacts with those of his School of American Archaeology to
create a genuinely impressive picture of pueblo life. 29 He evidently
heard nothing from Prince, since he reiterated his offer in a letter
sent a week later and again in another, more impatient note sent
on March 30. Prince indirectly replied through a letter to Lummis
on April 12, which complained that Hewett and the Institute had
no intention of preserving the Palace correctly, and that the society still opposed an encroachment. 30 Consequently, Hewett
should not have been surprised when he received formal rejection
of his offer on July 7. 31
Prince sincerely believed that Hewett sought to destroy or at
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least neutralize the Historical Society. He blamed this attitude on
the professional snobbery of the school's director, and he never
forgave Hewett for that real or fancied failing. Moreover, Prince
believed that the society had by right of prior activity earned the
custodianship of the state's heritage, and he would not relinquish
that title without a struggle. Governor Prince felt that Hewett had
never given the society credit for saving the Palace in the first
place, nor for collecting the material that he now claimed to find
so impressive a view of New Mexico's past. And Hewett's reports
to the Archaeological Institute bear out Prince's convictions in
some measure-the director wrote only of the renovation the
school did to the building. By 1911 it was obvious that Hewitt
considered the society to be an impediment when he recorded that
"all of the Palace's rooms have been put in order, except for the
two occupied by the Historical Society." In that same report to the
Archaeological Institute, he complained that the school's quarters
had become "altogether inadequate," clearly pointing to the
rooms not under his jurisdiction. 32
In fact, the jurisdictional question led to the final major confrontation between Hewett and Prince, one which dealt as severe a
blow to the process of collecting New Mexico's past as had the disbursement of the first society's collections in 1863. In September
1913, Hewett demanded keys to the society's rooms in the Palace
in order to have full access to the building for which, he claimed,
the legislature had given him responsibility in 1908. Prince, of
course, refused to acknowledge Hewett's claim of custodianship
and with legislative backing won the point without ever surrendering keys.33 But pressure from the school for access to the society's
collections did not ease during the next two years, and in 1915
Hewett once again proposed that the exhibits of the society and his
organization be merged in the Museum of New Mexico, founded
in 1911 as the school's showcase. Once again, Prince refused on
behalf of the society.34 During this period of conflict, at what
precise time no one seems to know, Prince became so concerned
over the inviolability of the collections that he took home much of
the material. At this death in 1922, those artifacts and documents
went into his estate. Some vanished, and some appeared in mouldering condition at his son's home years later. Like the sale at the
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time of the first society's adjournment, these unfortunate circumstances cost future historians dearly.
Severe illness after 1916 prevented Prince from serving the
society in anything but an advisory role, but he continued his active interest in its doings. He dubbed Ralph Emerson Twitchell to
be his successor, and the new president kept Prince at least
moderately well informed of the society's affairs. But Twitchell
apparently forgave past slights more easily, or did not consider
Hewett in the same light as did Prince. In early December 1919,
the fonner president wrote to a friend that "my wife just read in
the 'New Mexican' that the first meeting [of the society] on
December 26 is for general discussion, etc. and among those mentioned as speakers is Dr. Hewett. . . . I have not seen the announcement but it is certainly very queer after the way he has
treated us and tried to destroy us. "35
His increasing distance from the society's affairs after 1916 also
spared Prince from recognizing the gradual change in the makeup
of the organization's leadership in a process that began in 1917
and continued for three years after Prince's death in 1922. He had
passed the presidency to Twitchell, but even this trusted successor
did not share all of Prince's predispositions about the directions
the organization should take. Ralph Twitchell was distinctly
aware of new attitudes in historical study, an emphasis upon the
collection and distribution of factual material, as represented in
his central contribution to his state's historiography, Leading
Facts of New Mexican History (5 volumes, 1911-1912). Prince on
the other hand represented several of the generation of older
members who had brought forward the ideals of the first society, a
dedication to an omnilogical view of history diametrically opposed to the more limited historicism of Hewett. And during the
two years after Twitchell took the gavel in 1916, men came into
the society straight from Hewett's fold, carrying Hewett's
philosophy. Paul A. F. Walter joined late in 1916 after having
served as executive secretary of the School of American Archaeology since 1913. Lansing Bloom became a member in the nex t
year while acting as the school's first associate in history, a post
Hewett created to incorporate a close association with history not
possible with the historical society. Walter and Bloom assumed an
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"Gov. Prince Reception Room," Room #2, Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe, ca. 1915. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
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increasingly active role in the society into the 1920s, and their
continued association with the school through the decade made
differences fade away between the historical society and the
school's new history division. After Twitchell's death, Walter
became president in 1925 and Bloom secretary; by the next year
they had produced the first issue of the New Mexico Historical
Review, a journal cast very much in the new professional mold. 36
And Hewett, through his reports to the Institute and his position in
the Santa Fe social order, assumed most of the credit for work
Walter and Bloom did for the society, since they were employed
by the school, thus making the society an empty shel1. 37 After 1925
the society withered and experienced growing difficulty in drawing members out beyond the nominal affiliation needed to remain
on the Review's subscription roster. 38
The historical society and its more professional rivals, the
school and the museum, grew out of two different sets of values
and philosophies. When they clashed, and given the circumstances
surrounding the confrontation, many of the newer generation
from. Twitchell on subordinated the traditional ideals of the society as represented by Prince to the newer concepts of history as
represented by Hewett. Prince sensed the threat early on and tried
to fend off the influence of these "outside" forces, but the emergence of Hewett as a strong personality and the school and
museum as viable institutions undercut his opposition. The social
outlook of Kirby Benedict and others of the first society, refurbished at the end of the century by Ritch, Prince, and others, had
evolved as much from a need to secure for themselves a permanent
place on the frontier as from any abstract respect for history. They
emphasized the Anglo pioneer experience, using the rest of history
to point to the natural ascendency of the new order. The founders
and movers of the historical society, through their particular use
of history, came to see themselves as a logical extension of the
progress of civilization. They preached the gospel of science and
the optimism of history from their conceptions of those fields of
study, just as their Spanish predecessors had spread the gospel of
Christ. Hewett, trained to emphasize the historian as observer
rather than as participant, could not fathom such an attitude.
Hence when he and his fellows, teaching the historicist's skepticism of cultural values implicit in historical methodology, came
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into range of the men of the historical society, they threatened
both the society's existence and the foundations of history in
which men from Benedict to Prince had felt themselves secured.
Attitudes within the older society about the use of history in the
affirmation of progress through time did not originate, of course,
on the frontier. Benedict's view of the past reflected an amalgam
of many philosophies of history from enlightenment progressivism
through a romantic emphasis on the necessity for great men, a not
uncommon mix in nineteenth-century America. 39 Nor was the
New Mexico society's experience strictly unique; similar historically-oriented organizations sprang up throughout the Mexican
Cession in the last half of the nineteenth century.40 But aspects of
this story set it apart. The New Mexico society did not originate to
glorify the efforts of the pioneers per se, as did parallel organizations in Arizona and California. It concerned itself with things of
the spirit, not of the flesh, and consequently did not take up arms
against a physical threat as did the Arizona Pioneers against the
Apache. The Colorado Historical and Natural History Society
sundered over the same changes in attitude about what constituted history that sparked the Hewett-Prince feud, but the Colorado split originated internally and not from the outside. Nor in
New Mexico did the added complexity of yet another vision of
history add to the turmoil, as it did for Latter-day Saints in Utah.
In many ways, the New Mexico experience provides a touchstone
from which to analyze the intellectual development of similar
groups in frontier environments, as clearly defined attitudes came
into open conflict, and notions of history evolved with changes in
culture and society.41
The men of the Historical Society of New Mexico, at least those
before 1925, spoke in large measure as participants trying to
apply historical precepts to culture rather than as observers seeking to understand cultures through uncritical study. In the process
of adapting their preconceptions to their new environment, the
frontiersmen evolved a series of pictures of life on the frontier that
gave direction and meaning to their lives. Those images eventually
created a mythic view of the process of acculturation in the West,
especially when later observers discerned the disappearance of the
same positive values in American life generally as a product of the
contraction of the frontier. Frederick Jackson Turner warned cor-
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rectly that American images of rugged individualism, heroic
fearlessness in the face of natural and human savagery, devotion
to freedom and liberty at all costs, and other traits that he attributed to the existence of the frontier were fading from the consciousness of the American people. He failed, however, to recognize one signal fact: The images were themselves largely creations
of the frontiersmen, springing from the necessity to develop a
cultural framework within which to deal with otherwise confusing experiences. The values so developed had some relation to fact,
having grown from bits of truth and memory. Greater impetus
came from the human need for a mythic structure in which good
and bad, positive and negative, were clearly distinguishable.
Physical frontiers and their mythical virtues did disappear under
successive waves of civilization, but only because of simultaneous
exploration which opened new frontiers of the mind, with concomitantly better understanding of the real meaning of virtue.
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A DEATH IN DAWSON:
THE DEMISE OF A SOUTHWESTERN
COMPANY TOWN
RICHARD MELZER

THE MINERS OF DAWSON, NEW MEXICO, knew many deaths in
the short, tragic history of their coal camp. Three workers were
killed in a mine fire on September 4, 1903, just sixteen months
after the first carload of coal had passed over Dawson's original
tipple. A decade later, on October 23, 1913,265 men were lost in
one of the worst mine explosions in American history. In an ironic
coincidence, a third explosion took the lives of another 120 miners
exactly ten years later. These three disasters stamped Dawson as
the "most tragedy ridden camp" in New Mexico" Still others were
lost in epidemics, like the great flu epidemic of 1918, and in violent crimes, like the infamous Walter Byers murder of 1910. 2
Some were also killed in combat overseas; two Dawsonites lost
their lives in the First World War, and several died on the Bataan
Death March and in World War II.3
But the death in Dawson that affected the greatest number of
lives had nothing to do with explosions, murders, diseases, or
wars. The death that affected the greatest number of lives had to
do with the demise of the company town in 1950.
The closing was hardly an unusual occurrence in the postWorld War II era. According to the Christian Science Monitor,
the coal company town was an "old blight on the American
scene'~ that was quickly disappearing by the spring of 1950. The
Monitor explained that these towns had been built at the turn of
the century because coal operators could not attract workers to
isolated coal regions without offering housing of some kind. Unfortunately, the housing provided was often less than satisfactory.
Company towns were, in fact, described as no better than slums
0028-6206/80/1 000-0309 $2.20/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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with poor heating, terrible sanitation, and few paved roads. By the
1940s, however, the miners could afford to buy homes and cars
and thus could drive to work from farther distances. In 1950 the
National Coal Association reported that four out of every five
miners in the country had either purchased homes or were now
renting from private landlords rather than from their employers.
With the coal companies withdrawing from real estate business,
"whole towns were taken over by individual occupants," and few
company camps remained in the coal regions of Indiana, Illinois,
western Kentucky, Missouri, and Kansas. 4
Dawson's demise, therefore, was not unusual. But did the same
factors cause its closing that had contributed to the closing of
other coal camps in the east? Was Dawson a typically run-down
camp that fell victim to the modernizing forces at work in the
United States, or was this town different from those the Monitor
described? In short, were the causes for Dawson's demise unique
or extraordinary in the postwar era?
These questions take on a far greater significance because while
many historians have considered the growth and development of
western towns, few have considered the cause and effect of urban
decay in large towns like Dawson. Important studies, from
Richard C. Wade's The Urban Frontier to Duane A. Smith's more
recent Rocky Mountain Mining Camps, focus largely on the forces
and individuals who promoted and facilitated the rise of Western
towns. s With few exceptions, the forces and individuals involved
in the decline of many frontier communities have either been forgotten or brushed over lightly with a wide brush, as in the case of
James B. Allen's Company Town in the American West. 6 If "the
urban Southwest is perhaps the most neglected area of historical
study," as Bradford Luckingham suggests,1 then the decline of
major towns in this region is the most unexplored aspect of an
already-neglected field. The history of Dawson's demise will,
therefore, provide new detail in a small corner of a large canvas
that has yet to be filled in and seriously analyzed by American
historians.
Dawson began to die as early as the mid-1920s. The coal camp
had served as the major supplier of coking fuel for the Phelps
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Dodge copper smelting plants of Arizona during most of its first
twenty-five years of existence. Given this enormous task, Dawson
became the largest town in the Southwest that a single industry
supported. However, the coke burning furnaces of Arizona had
been replaced by oil burning reverberatory furnaces by 1926. The
coke produced in Dawson was no longer needed. With the camp's
446 beehive ovens shut down in November 1926, the number of
Phelps Dodge employees began to decrease rapidly. An entire section of town, known as Loretta, was abandoned as 211 workers, or
19.2 percent of the total work force, were laid off during the next
two years. 8 So many were, in fact, laid off in this period that the
miners joked that if the superintendent died and found six
pallbearers at his funeral, he'd fire two of them. 9 When the Rock
Island Railroad converted to oil-burning locomotives in 1928 the
camp lost another major customer. 10
Faced with a rapidly declining coal market, Phelps Dodge
reacted by introducing new mechanical loading devices to replace
hand loading methods in the mines and to cut down on the cost of
labor. More men were laid off as the company reported to its
stockholders that production from mechanical operations equaled
61,360 tons, or as much as 7.3 percent of the total coal mined in
1928. Pleased with these results, the company made plans to introduce additional labor-saving machinery in the following year. II
These and other plans were largely shelved, however, in 1929
when Dawson and the nation suddenly faced the most devastating
economic crash in American history. Coal production plummeted
nearly 72 percent during the next four years in Dawson. Five
mines were closed, and, of the 878 employees in camp in 1928,
only 300 remained in 1932. 12 Single workers were the first to be
laid off, but not even married men could expect to work more than
two or three days a week in these hard times. IJ Many husbands
relied on credit from the company store to get by while others
enlarged their yard gardens, shot game in the wilderness, or
sought temporary work on nearby farms. Some men wandered as
far away as California and Wyoming to find employment during
the worst periods of the depression. 14
The young seemed particularly hard hit in the 1930s. Unable to
go directly into the mines from high school, as most had done in
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TABLE I
Annual Coal Production, Employment, & Population
Year

Tons 01 Coal
Produced

97,840
1902
371,744
1903
380,664
1904
508,008
1905
663,292
1906
435,822
1907
846,474
1908
1,096,111
1909
1,381,457
1910
1,148,471
1911
1,383,562
1912
1,322,813
1913
1,355,938
1914
1,265,674
1915
1,439,904
1916
1,406,079
1917
1,339,292
1918
893,585
1919
1,114,330
1920
724,509
1921
1,056,933
1922
997,637
1923
898,031
1924
825,8B6
1925
990,312
1926
975,294
1927
. 842,166
1928
710,524
1929
389,344
1930
306,044
1931
248,236
1932
204,184
1933
258,497
1934
256,788
1935
267,118
1936
271,178
1937
1938
225,068
217,235
1939
234,843
1940
298,614
1941
282,922
1942
320,970
1943
374,630
1944
373,636
1945
350,133
1946
394,672
1947
357,114
1948
280,323
1949
66,265
1950
• represents registered voting population only

Number 01
Employees

Total
Population

600
600
2000
4000
3119*
5000

2000
1693

5000
5000
5000
6000
4045*

1548
1357
1071
1089
1023
878
593
461
431
300
307
329
323
316
333
326
306
328
374
390
349
315
301
306
327
334
258

6000
4500
5000

2000

2500
1800
2000

1470

1200

Sources: M. P. Scanlon to the author, Douglas, Arizona, October 26, 1978. Scanlon is
presently a vice president in the Phelps Dodge Corporation. Phelps Dodge, Annual Reports,
1910-50; New Mexico State Mine Inspector's Annual Reports, 1913-50; Dawson News,
1921-29; New Mexico State Business Director & Economic Handbook, 1918-47.
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the past, young males searched for temporary odd jobs, went off to
Civilian Conservation camps, or waited for a chance to work in
town. IS In the words of one destitute youth, the date of his graduation was the "blackest day of my life" because he suddenly realized that he had no job in Dawson; he was forced to wait two long
years before a job finally opened up for him in camp,I6 Others left,
never to return as Dawson gradually lost its youth and showed further signs of aging.
The onset of World War II quickened this aging process.
Ironically, the war revitalized the coal industry and saved the nation from the depths of the Great Depression, but practically
robbed small towns like Dawson of their remaining youth. Many
boys entered the military from Dawson; some even left to enlist
before their graduation from high school. As many as eight young
soldiers, or 21 percent of the graduating class, had their parents
accept their diplomas for them on graduation day in 1943. Oldtimers estimate that by 1944, 6 percent of the town's population
had enlisted or had been drafted into the armed services. 17
Faced with this loss, but eager to exploit the wartime demand
for coal,18 Phelps Dodge employed older men with little or no
experience in the mines. According to one observer, the company
was willing to "hire a sheepherder or anyone else who came
along" to overcome the acute labor shortage. 19 Indeed, one is
struck by the advanced age of most of those pictured in a 1942
photograph of mine workers in Dawson,2o With little time for
training these older men, the possibility of a major accident in the
mines increased enormously. Miraculously, none occurred. 21 Many
town residents, in fact, recall that except for the absence of the
camp's young men, it was very hard to tell that a war was going
on. 22 The mines were operated seven days a week, the local hospital remained well-stocked with medical supplies, and even ~ugar
and meat were said to be plentiful,23 Despite wartime rationing,
Dawson enjoyed a privileged status as part of a vital war industry;
only silk stockings remained in short supply throughout the war. 24
An occasional blackout drill, a federal raid to confiscate guns and
radio transmitters owned by Italians, and a bitterly criticized
sixty-seven day nation-wide coal strike sometimes forced the
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miners to face events in the outside world, but few residents
remembered these incidents once the war had ended and the boys
had safely returned to camp in 1945. 25
World War II, therefore, gave Dawson a short reprieve after
years of decline in the Great Depression. War production climbed
from 234,843 tons of coal mined in 1940 to 374,630 tons mined
in 1944 as Dawson experienced an Indian summer of economic
prosperity.26 The future suddenly looked bright for the small
camp. However, four disturbing trends stymied even this limited
progress.
First, while 373,630 tons of coal represented a fourteen-year
high in Dawson's coal production, it also represented a significant
decline in production compared to the average annual production
of even the earliest years in Dawson's development. In other
words, the camp was revitalized during the war, but only to a
small degree and hardly at all compared to its more prosperous
past. In fact, Dawson's highest wartime production equaled only
55 percent of the camp's average yearly production from 1902 to
1950. 27
Next, it is noteworthy that while production slowly declined,
total camp employees first declined and then leveled off in the
1940s. The company's earlier plan to introduce laborsaving and
cost-reducing machinery was reintroduced in this period and was
largely responsible for this new employment trend. The number of
employees in Dawson averaged 364 in the first five years of the
Great Depression but dropped to 305 in the first five years after
World War 11. 28
Given this situation, few young men found jobs in Dawson when
they returned home from overseas. 29 Few were interested in any
case. Dawson's GIs had seen other parts of the world and had
learned of new opportunities outside the confines of their hometown. Many had developed self-confidence and valuable skills in
the military; few now believed the old adage, once a miner, always
a miner. 30 The youth drain that began during the Great Depression and World War II worsened in the post-war era.
In a third alarming trend, signs of Dawson's dying were apparent to even the most casual observers. Deserted buildings were
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conspicuous in every section of town. The town pool was abandoned, and the number of organized social activities were drastically reduced after 1945. Those who remained at work slowly
. migrated downtown so that while different ethnic groups had
previously lived in different sections of the camp, they began to
mix in a single area after the war. 31 Dawson's maintenance crew
now spent most of its time repairing mining equipment rather
than working on the upkeep of company buildings and miners'
homes. 32 Foreseeing the end, some small businessmen who leased
their facilities from the company began to move on to greener pastures in Albuquerque and Raton. 33 Predictably, school enrollment
also dwindled; Dawson High's commencement program listed
forty-five graduates in 1939, but only twenty graduates received
their diplomas in 1950. 34 Of those interviewed, 66 percent claim
that the "handwriting was on the wall" in the post-war era. 3S The
remaining 34 percent deceived themselves into believing that the
paving of the main road into camp and the existence of thirty-five
million tons of unmined coal in the surrounding hills proved that
Dawson would survive, if only as a small town. 36 Few of these people knew that the results of a Phelps Dodge drilling operation
"undertaken to locate additional coal reserves minable at a competitive cost" had proven to be "disappointing."37 Few of the 34
percent realized that Dawson was doomed.

The fourth and final disturbing trend of this period involved
labor-management relations. Phelps Dodge had resisted the
United Mine Workers' attempts to organize the people of Dawson
since the earliest days of the camp's history. Labor organizers
were either kept out of town and blacklisted if they were outsiders
or "kicked down the canyon" if they were local employees. 38 Oldtimers recall that the men could not even mention the unions for
fear of losing their jobs in the mines. Conditions hardly improved
in the'1920s when Phelps Dodge attempted to pacify its employees
with an overtly benevolent system of welfare capitalism. 39 Despite
this new policy, the company still resorted to coercive, violent
methods whenever labor organizers challenged its authority in
Dawson~ As late as 1933, a radical labor leader named Martha
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Roberts had to be hurried from house to house in the dark of night
to evade the camp marshal and his men. 40
Not even the passage of Section 7a of the National Industrial
Recovery Act changed conditions in Dawson at first. This law,
which Congress passed in 1933, guaranteed labor's right to unionize, bargain collectively, and obtain better working conditions.
Encouraged by the new federal legislation, camp miners soon attempted to organize a UMW local under the leadership of Pee Wee
Gallegos (the president), Tony Montoya, Sylver Lorenzo, and a
miner who is simply remembered as Rau1. 41 Not permitted to congregate in camp, these men and their followers were forced to
meet five miles south of town at the Colfax Pavilion. 42 Angered by
this inconvenience and the company's refusal to deal with his
local, President Gallegos showed up for work one morning and
threw the water from his lunch bucket in a symbolic gesture that
signaled the beginning of a wildcat strike. Many men followed
their leader out of Dawson's mines. 43
Phelps Dodge reacted to this labor activity by firing Gallegos
and cutting off the electricity to his house until he was forced to
leave town. 44 The company also countered the UMW local by
attempting to organize its union with representatives from each of
the major ethnic groups ·in town. Recognized as a sham by the
miners, this company union was discredited and abandoned
within months after its creation. 45
Phelps Dodge nevertheless learned from these mistakes. Still unwilling to recognize a union and sign a formal contract, the company finally recognized the need to meet with local leaders and
avoid antagonizing the men directly. Union members were now
allowed to gather in the downtown gymnasium free of charge.
Union leaders were not overtly discriminated against, and, in a
dramatic turnabout, a mine foreman approved union membership
when approached on the subject by a perplexed miner in 1934. 46
Gilbert Davis, the general superintendent, began to parley with
local leaders, and, while little was accomplished at their meetings,
labor-management relations remained peaceful, and wages remained at the same level as those paid at mines under UMW contracts. Issues involving checkweighmen, deadwork, retirement
plans, old-age pensions, union recognition, and the checking off of
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union dues went unresolved and caused at least one strike a year,
but these strikes were usually short and seldom violent. 47 National
sympathy strikes were similarly uneventful in Dawson. 48
This situation nevertheless changed in 1943. Beginning on May
1, the miners of Dawson joined a nationwide coal strike in support
of the closed shop, higher wages, and the checking off of union
dues. Negotiations dragged on for more than two months, despite
the wartime emergency and despite the fact that many soldiers
from Dawson thought the walkout represented a stab in the nation's back during some of the most difficult days of World War
II. Exasperated by the labor stalemate, the federal government
seized control of the mines on two occasions in 1943. 49
The conflict was finally settled in November, but its length and
the interference of outside agencies seemed to accentuate the need
for more direct relations with the local union. As a result,
Dawson~s new superintendent, G. O. Arnold, asked local leaders
for a year to get settled in camp before he would sign a UMW contract. Arnold was as good as his word. A formal contract was signed in 1945, and Dawson became a closed shop for the first time in
its forty-three-year history. 50 The miners thereafter won several
new benefits, including a crucial retirement plan and portal to
portal pay. Phelps Dodge, however, grew increasingly dissatisfied
with its new labor contract. The company insisted that the price of
new union benefits served only to drive up the cost of mining coal
and made the fuel even less competitive with more modern sources
of energy on the market. A company official claimed that the
union was receiving a larger percentage of the profits than the
company in the late 1940s. 51 In the words of a second official,
"the coal miner priced himself right out of business. "52
Phelps Dodge also grew less satisfied with its new contract
because, while the frequency of strikes based on local issues had
decreased drastically, the frequency of national strikes had not.
The company complained that despite its formal contract with
UMW President John L. Lewis, it never knew when it could expect
a strike, no less when it could expect to deliver coal to its
customers. Lewis was denounced as an arbitrary, selfish dictator. 53 Befuddled by Lewis and his seemingly irrational behavior,
Phelps Dodge reported to its stockholders that a 21. 5 percent
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decline in coal production from 1948 to 1949 resulted from
operators being "adversely affected by five separate and partial
strikes, with a loss ofthirty-five working days" in the latter year.
The company's annual report of 1949 went on to explain that
Dawson's last major customer, the Southern Pacific Railroad, had
indicated that
in view of high coal prices and its inability to assure itself of a
steady supply of coal 'due to labor conditions in the coal industry, it
plans shortly to substitute diesel and oil-burning engines for coalburning locomotives on its Rio Grande diyision. s4

Southern Pacific's last twenty-five coal-burning locomotives were
to be abandoned as the railroad turned to diesel fuel for its remaining 1475 engines. 55 The uncertainty of labor walkouts was finally
eliminated for the Southern Pacific Railroad because, in the words
of a Raton newsman, workers could picket a coal mine, but "you
can't picket [an oil or] gas line. "56 Having lost its last major
customer, Phelps Dodge announced to its stockholders in late
1949 that it "planned to shut the Dawson property down permanently at some time in 1950" because "earnings from this
property have been relatively insignificant. . . in recent years. "57
Official word of Dawson's closing was posted on various bulletin boards around town at high noon on February 25, 1950. The
announcement came in a letter from Superintendent Arnold to
UMW President Lewis. Arnold notified Lewis that the company's
most recent labor contract would be terminated when school let
out, and the mines were to be closed in late April. 58 Despite the explanation given to Phelps Dodge stockholders in 1949, Arnold
chose to make his official announcement at the height of yet
another coal strike in Dawson. 59 This walkout lasted four weeks,
involving 600 miners in Colfax County and 370,000 miners nationwide. 60 Put simply by a man who had mined in Dawson for
thirty-three years, the union "had gone out on strike once too
often. "61 This final walkout represented the proverbial straw that
broke the camel's back; few could dispute President Harry
Truman's appraisal that the coal business was "a sick industry"
with little hope for recovery in 1950. 62
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Even those who had recognized Dawson's decline were
"shocked" and "amazed" when they learned of the camp's
scheduled closing: 63 As one woman put it, there were only two
times in her life when it seemed like the world was coming to an
end: when Franklin D. Roosevelt died in 1945 and when Dawson
died in 1950. 64 Some miners resented the company's sudden announcement, while others. accepted it as one more tragedy in a
profession where tragedies were expected and somehow tolerated
by their survivors. 65
But few were prepared for the end. Most of those who remained
in 1950 had spent the better part of their lives in Dawson and most
of their working days in the mines. 66 They had not planned for
other careers or for homes in other towns. "We didn't think about
a rainy day," explained one resident, "until the day after the
flood. "67 Some did not even have the money to leave Dawson after
the February strike that eliminated their scarce savings. 68 To make
matters worse, the miners' credit at the company store was cut off,
and their outstanding debts to the store were deducted from their
last paychecks, leaving them with less money for moving expenses. 69 Transfers to other branches of the company were rare,70
and no one received much aid from the local union. The miners
had hoped that some of the local union fund of $3,000 might be
used in this emergency, but a union official explained that the
money could be used 'only for pensions, for hospitali~ation, or for
the international labor organization. 71 The state welfare director
meanwhile told the miners that they were eligible for relief only if
they qualified for old-age assistance or met the stringent requirements for direct aid. 72 Unemployment checks were available
for a few weeks, and some veterans could still draw on their bonus
checks from World War II, 73 but, as an Albuquerque reporter
wrote, the men knew that "their fate had thrust them into a sudden no man's land for which there [was] no Red Cross or ready
relief."74 Disappointed that not even Washington could help them,
the miners complained that although the United States could invest millions of dollars in the Marshall Plan to save war-torn
Europe, no federal funds could be spared to save their hometown. 75
But this hardly meant that the people of Dawson gave up their
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town and their jobs without a fight. Several local men attempted
to rescue the camp with new plans for Dawson and its remaining
inhabitants. It was suggested, for example, that Dawson might
become a manufacturing center or a source of labor for a proposed dam and irrigation project on the Vermejo River. 76 President Truman vetoed the latter project, however, and not even appea is to Senators Dennis Chavez and Clinton P. Anderson could
save it in time to help Dawson. 71 Undaunted, Fritz Koehling and
other town leaders attempted to lease the property from Phelps
Dodge and mine the coal on their own, but the company rejected
this ambitious undertaking before it ever got off the ground. 78 No
one seemed to have sufficient political or economic clout to institute workable plans for the moribund town.
What, then, did the citizens of Dawson do to survive their crisis?
Some transferred to nearby coal camps like Koehler, while others
found employment rather easily because they were trained in marketable trades, like teaching or barbering. 79 Still others were fortunate enough to have athletic sons who were recruited, with the
promise of a job for their dads, by towns including Tucumcari,
Clayton, Springer, and Albuquerque. 8o Those without the assets of
athletic sons or valuable skills were far less fortunate in their
search for new jobs and homes. Young Fred Marcelli, for example,
spent a month and a half in Albuquerque, but could find temporary jobs lasting only from two to three days each. With no
experience outside the mines, Marcelli explained the main problem in finding a new career: "When I go to ask for work they ask if
I've had experience. I haven't so they don't hire me, but how am I
going to get experience driving semi-trailers if they won't let me
drive semi-trailers?"81 Faced with this dilemma, no more than 25
percent of the 200 union members in Dawson had found work by
the late spring of 1950. 82
Housing was almost as difficult to find. Elbert Rivera explained
that he had searched for a new home for months in Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, and Raton without success. 83 Housing was, in fact, so
scarce that some Dawsonites purchased their previously rented
homes for $50 to $400 and went to the added expense of having
the structures moved out of town on trucks. 84 Of the 450 dwellings
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in camp in 1950, only twelve remained standing the following
October as outsiders joined former residents in buying up whole
blocks of houses. 85 Given the hardships encountered in finding
homes and jobs far from isolated Dawson, few ventured out of
town before April 1950. The exodus from town began very
slowly.sO
However, before the miners left Dawson a corps of newsmen
came to witness the large camp's closing and to interview the displaced miners. Surprisingly, the newsmen did not find what they
had expected to see in Dawson. Rather than anger and distress,
most outsiders found resignation but also some signs of hope
among the people. Indeed, once the initial shock of the February
25 decree had worn off, the miners seemed to have almost goodnaturedly accepted their fate. One reporter found the population
of about 1200 to be "undismayed" by the situation, although the
people were found to "talk about it constantly."87 James B. Barber
of the Raton Range reported that the residents tended "to accept
their fate lightly" and, when asked about their future plans, gave
"a resigned shrug or a skeptical grin."88 Most seemed more concerned about the prospects of another championship season for
Dawson's high school basketball team. Having already won the
district title in two rnajo'r sports during 1949,89 town residents
hoped to defeat Roy's previously unbeaten basketball team and
close Dawson in a flame of glory. Scoring a famous upset, Dawson
dramatically beat Roy when Lee Martinez sank two foul shots in
the final ten seconds of the game. 90 The victory undoubtedly
bolstered morale just when the proud residents of Dawson needed
it most. 91
While the people in town contemplated their futures, proposed
bold plans to save their camp, and won district basketball championships, their neighbors in Colfax County wondered how Dawson's demise would affect the post-war economy of northern New
Mexico. The Range reported that the loss of a company with an
annual payroll of more than $500,000 was bound to effect Raton's
retail trade and represent "a tremendous blow" to the county's
economy.92 County farmers, for example, would suffer because
Phelps Dodge had purchased much of the food sold in Dawson's
company store from local suppliers. 93 Moreover, with Phelps
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Above: Birds-eye View, Dawson, N.M. Courtesy Raton Public Library. Below: Opening
Night, Phelps Dodge Mercantile Co. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
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Dodge and the Southern Pacific Railroad (which operated the railroad spur into Dawson) paying the "staggering sum" of
$1,722,842 in county taxes each year, valuable public reven·ues
would be suddenly lost to Colfax County. Approximately 8 percent of the county's income would immediately vanish. 94 Thought
of in even larger terms, as James Barber argued, Dawson's closing
left only one major coal-producing camp in all of New Mexico-a
dangerous situation if a third world war suddenly broke out and
coal was again needed in abundance as it had been during the first
two world wars. This possibility seemed ominously real -in 1950 at
the outset of the Korean conflict,9s Summarizing these points in
July 1950, Barber accused Phelps Dodge of "acting hastily" in
shutting down Dawson. According to this reporter, "the Dawson
fiasco has left a lot of sour tastes for Phelps Dodge in this part of
the country. "96
But no amount of criticism could stay the executioner. Dawson
was about to die. The mines were finally closed on April 28, 1950.
Photographers snapped pictures as Fred Bergamo dumped the last
coal car at the tipple at 3 p.m. Food and drinks were purchased
from what was left of the tipple crew's funeral wreath fund, and
these refreshments were served in an atmosphere described as
"considerably more like a party than a funeral" as the miners
reportedly celebrated their last shift in camp with all "the
desperate gaietY of a wake."87 Within hours, crates of furniture appeared at the depot, and a reporter watched as "a battered truck,
piled high with household goods, bumped its way out of town."98
No time remained for procrastination; within a month the company would cut off the electricity and water to the houses still
occupied in camp.99 Accurately described as the "castoffs of progress;" the miners and their families scattered in all directions in
search of new lives and new careers for themselves. 100
Meanwhile, Phelps Dodge began to dismantle Dawson and sell
its most valuable goods in what was called "one of the greatest
sales in the history of the Southwest." The list of things for sale
read "like a mail-order catalog and then some."IOI Office equipment, hospital items, mining machinery, bathroom fixtures, and
sundry other goods were salvaged and moved out of town in three
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train-loads and countless truck-loads each week. l02 Coordinated
by the National Iron & Metal Company of Phoenix, Arizona, sections of the company store were even salvaged for building
material in Raton and Trinidad. Dawson's entire coal washer was
dismantled, moved, and reassembled in the coal fields of Harlan,
Kentucky.l03 Only the Catholic Church was not sold, although the
diocese of Santa Fe moved the church's elaborate organ and furnishings to other parishes in the area. 104 By the fall of 1951, Dawson had been reduced to grazing land. "Who would have
thought," asked James Barber, "that you could .erase a town of
Dawson's size and vitality in sixteen short months?"105 Old
residents often drove by to mourn their quickly disappearing
town. 106
Dawson's demise was, therefore, quite' different from the death
of the coal camps the Christian Science Monitor described in
1950. Dawson had never been a "blight on the American scene,"
and, while modern technology and economic problems contributed to Dawson's decline, they were not the only reasons for the
town's passing. The railroads' conversion to diesel fuel and the
subsequent closing of the railroad market for coal may well have
been the main reasons for the camp's closing, but the miners'
union and a steady "youth drain" from camp were also largely
responsible for Dawson's demise. As James B. Allen put it, "economic necessity dictated the origin of the company town, and economic considerations [were] largely responsible for its disappearance."107 However, other forces involving escalating union
demands, the company's frustration with labor strikes, and the
"pull" of larger urban centers cahnot be ignored in the case of
Dawson. lOS Unfortunately, company records that may have clarified the reasons for the camp's decline were eliminated in 1950
along with the rest of the town. Rejecting an offer to house these
records in the historical archives at the University of New Mexico,
Phelps Dodge officials wantonly destroyed the valuable documents in a conflagration that burned daily for more than two
months. 109 The voices of Dawson's written past were silenced
forever.
But while the camp was very different from other coal camps in
the east, it was hardly different from other coal camps in New
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Mexico. The history of Dawson's demise was, in fact, played out in
many parts of the state either shortly before or soon after World
War II. Places such as Van Houten (1903-49), Sugarite (1912-41),
Gardiner (1911-39), Brilliant (1917-53), and Madrid (1893-1954)
experienced similar deaths from kindred factors; II 0 "Tossed about
by gigantic forces" beyond their control, I I I the residents of these
towns were similarly abandoned by their unions, their government, and their employers. Only new vocational training, the
need for additional labor in towns like Albuquerque, and the
general prosperity of the 1950s helped the former residents of
these towns survive their personal traumas. The wonder,
therefore, was not that Dawson's demise was particularly unique
in New Mexico. The wonder was that, given Dawson's long
decline and complex problems, the town had survived as long as it
did over a life that spanned nearly half a century of New Mexico
history.
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CONQUEST OR COMMERCE:
THE CABALLO ORDINANCE OF 1526
ROSS HASSIG

THE RECORDS OF THE MEXICO CITY cabildo provide useful and
interesting information concerning the early-colonial government
of the city and of New Spain, including insights into the concerns
of the early Spaniards, their view of their position, and their
perspective on the growth of the region. On January 12, 1526,
slightly less than four and a half years after the fap of Tenochtitian, the cabildo of Mexico City passed an ordinance requiring
that anyone owning a mule must also own a horse. I Although the
language of this peculiar law is clear, its significance and the purpose for which it was established are not.
Jose Matesanz~ has suggested that this ordinance reflected the
. early Spanish preoccupation with war rather than with economic
concerns because it mandated an increase in horses (instruments
of war) over mules (instruments of commerce). If this interpretation is correct, it indicates that the Spanish view of their position
in New Spain bears further examination. At a minimum, this contention indicates a major economic reorientation resulting from
the new emphasis on horses over mules. I suggest, however, that
the purpose of the act was economic rather than military and
reflected an early and sustained concern for commerce that can
only be understood by examining the role of draft animals in New
Spain.
Beasts of burden were absent in pre-Columbian Mexico, and the
few that entered in the early years of colonization assumed great
importance. Mules were the preferred pack animals because they
were surefooted, resistent to disease and heat, lived long lives,3 and
could subsist on maize and coarser fodder than horses. 4 On the
surface, then, official requirements that the number of mules be
0028-6206/80/1000-0331 $0.3010
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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equal to that of horses can be construed as favoring a noncommercial interpretation, such as Matesanz proposed.
But if the colonial stress was, in fact, on commerce, we are faced
with an apparent paradox in which the action of the cabildo
emphasized the increase of the less utilitarian horses over the more
utilitarian mules. However, a closer examination of the situation
yields a more understandable picture.
During New Spain's early years, both livestock numbers and
production were low. 5 Although it was Spanish crown policy to
encourage stock raising in the New World, livestock raising
centered in the Indies and did not succeed very well in New
Spain. 6 Thus, both the demand and price for animals in New
Spain were high. 7 The real reason the cabildo focused on horses
rather than on mules lies in breeding practices. Mules are sterile
hybrids, the result of mating donkeys with horses. 8 Thus, the 1526
ordinance was, in fact, aimed at increasing the number of mules,
not directly but indirectly, by increasing the parent stock. That
there was no complementary ordinance aimed at building up the
donkey population underscores the relative complexity of mule
breeding. Mules are not simply the product of horse/donkey mixture. A mule results from breeding a male donkey Oack) with a
female horse (mare).9 The offspring of the reverse combination-a
male horse (stallion) and a female donkey Oennet)-is a hinny, and
lacks the desired characteristics of the mule, most notably size. 10
This asymmetrical gene cross demands, then, three separate
breeding operations. Mares and stallions must be separately maintained to produce mares, and jacks and jennets must be separately
maintained to produce jacks. Then, jacks and mares can be bred
toiproduce mules. The organization of mule production is, therefore, neither a simple nor haphazard affair.
The bottleneck in mule production is the horse population. A
relatively small number of donkeys is sufficient to sustain mule
breeding since a single jack is capable of inseminating many
mares. Mares, however, normally foal a single mule. Consequently, any attempt to increase mule population must aim not at
donkeys, which are needed in only small numbers, but at horses.
Thus, the 1526 ordinance was not emphasizing war and conquest over commerce, but the opposite. The official concern for
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numbers of horses reflects a widely-recognized fact of stockbreeding-horse population dictates mule production. Despite the
recency of the conquest and the ongoing subjugation of peripheral
areas for four and a half years, the ordinance indicates that officials were concerned with commerce, not war.
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THE RESIGNATION OF JUDGE JOSEPH G. KNAPP

DARLIS A. MILLER and
NORMAN L. WILSON, JR.

THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL JUDGE to serve on New Mexico's territorial supreme court undoubtedly was Joseph G. Knapp, whom
President Abraham Lincoln appointed to the bench in 1861. A
native of New York, Knapp served three years as one of three territorial supreme court justices. During this time he gained notoriety for his handling of cases arising under the federal confiscation
law and for his bitter controversy with General James H. Carleton, commander of the military department of New Mexico.
Most writers have focused on the Knapp-Carleton feud to explain the judge's removal from the bench in August 1864. 1 And
there is much. evidence to support this interpretation. The feud
originated early in January 1863, when Knapp was arrested ,in
Santa Fe and thrown in the guardhouse for refusing to obey Carleton's passport order. 2 Soon after arriving in the territory, Carleton
had devised a passport system to counteract Confederate espionage, requiring all persons not .native to Arizona or New Mexico to
carry military passes whenever they traveled in the department. 3
Knapp was not alone in believing that these orders were never
"intended to' include civil officers commissioned by the President
of the United States," but he was the only federal officer who
repeatedly was thrown in the guardhouse for noncompliance. 4
During most of Judge Knapp's tenure in New Mexico, he presided over the Third Judicial District encompassing all the area
south of the Jomada del Muerto with headquarters in Mesilla. In
late December1863, Knapp informed military authorities that he
absolutely would not apply for a pass in order to attend the
supreme court in Santa Fe since such action lowered the dignity of
his office. He was therefore prevented from taking the stage north,
0028-6206/80/1000-0335 $1.1 0/0
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and the January term of court failed for lack of a quorum. 5 One of
the cases scheduled to be heard at this aborted session was that of
Juan Bautista Vigil y Alarid against the United States for recovery
of a large tract of land upon the Jornada, under a grant claimed to
have been made by the Mexican government. 6 According to
Knapp, this grant figured prominently in his removal from the
bench.
Numerous confrontations with the army convinced the judge
that the world had never experienced a military despotism as oppressive as the one in New Mexico. He protested Carleton's tyrannical rule in letters to Attorney General Edward Bates, to newspaper editors in Santa Fe, Denver, New York, and Washington,
and to Carleton himself. 7 Federal officials, however, continued to
endorse Carleton's conduct of military affairs. In March 1864,
Carleton informed General Henry W. Halleck that Knapp was "a
meddlesome mischief maker. . . . No one expects quiet here as
long as the President permits him to remain. ".8
When the supreme court opened in July, Knapp helped dispose
of a number of matters and then refused to consider further business until Carleton rescinded his passport order. These obstructive
techniques forced the chief justice to adjourn the court. Shortly
thereafter, Knapp was arrested while traveling without a passport.
The judge then took the stage to Washington to try to topple
Carleton's military empire, but failing to find support, he was
forced to resign. 9
Knapp subsequently returned to New Mexico where he tried to
reassert judicial leadership. In early November, he attempted to
open district court as presiding judge, but he was opposed by
Frank Higgins, district attorney, and lawyer John S. Watts, who
argued that Knapp was no longer legally qualified to sit on the
bench. Although young Stephen B. Elkins argued on Knapp's
behalf, the ex-judge was forced to adjourn court before any cases
could be heard. 10
Thereafter, Knapp continued his crusade against Carleton. He
now joined Indian Superintendent Michael Steck and Chief Justice
Kirby Benedict in denouncing Carleton's scheme to concentrate
Navajos and Mescalero Apaches at Bosque Redondo. In eight
lengthy letters to the editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican, Knapp
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condemned Carleton's Indian policy, questioned the legality of
martial law in New Mexico, and exposed corruption among military contractors. 1 I
It was in letter eight that Knapp accused Mesilla residents
Frank Higgins and John Lemon of staging a public rally supporting Carleton in return for "fat" military contracts. Moreover,
Knapp charged, Lemon was given contracts in direct violatiol) of
army regulations and at nearly double the amount for which
others had offered their services. Knapp also noted that in December 1862, when the territory was preparing for a Confederate reinvasion, the general had ordered grain confiscated from the people
of Dona Ana County, allowing them only $3 a fanega; at a later
date, he offered a favored contractor $32:20 per fanega for corn
delivered to the Bosque Redondo reservation. Knapp concluded
that the military was gouging people of the areaY
Despite this public outburst against Carleton, Judge Knapp
blamed John S. Watts, one of the general's supporters, for his
removal from the bench. Watts, whom Knapp described as the
"power behind the throne" in New Mexico politics, had served
as a territorial associate justice from 1851 to 1854 and as delegate
to Congress from 1861 to 1863. Knapp's explanation for his
forced resignation, which centers on issues of land and Watts's
political power rather than opposition to Carleton, is contained in
a letter written to his friend Dr. Michael Steck in the Steck Papers
deposited at the University of New Mexico. On June 3, 1865,
Knapp wrote, "I know that I was removed from office by Watts'
instigation, because I would not countenance this swindle upon
the government." The swindle referred to was the Jornada del
Muerto land grant, in which Watts had a major interest.
Knapp expanded on Watts's political influence in a letter dated
June 10, 1865, published in the Santa Fe New Mexican. To receive
appointment as a territorial judge in 1861, Knapp had to secure
not only recommendations from Wisconsin and Kansas congressmen but also the personal endorsement of Watts, then a private
citizen, who "had made the President believe that unless the appointments in New Mexico were such as met his approval, there
was danger of the people.of the Territory going off in the
rebellion." 13
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When Judge Knapp traveled to Washington in July 1864, he
found that Watts had preceded him. Knapp described their encounter: "I met Judge Watts in the door of the Attorney General in
Washington, as he came from the President with the order for my
removal in his hand and for the appointment of Judge Hubbell in
my place." Knapp then repeated his claim that Watts had him
removed because he opposed the Jornada Grant. 14
A brief history of the grant clarifies certain of Knapp's charges.
On December 28, 1845, Juan Bautista Vigil y Alarid and others
petitioned the Departmental Assembly of New Mexico for a grant
of land-the Jornada del Muerto-stretching almost ninety miles
from the Mesa del Contadera in the north to Roblero in the south
and containing more than two million acres. The applicants
promised to construct within five years of receiving the grant two
wells at central points on the Jornada to aid travelers, as well as
"two factories of utility" elsewhere in the department. The
assembly approved this grant early in 1846, but when the owners
presented their claim to American authorities for confirmation in
1859, Surveyor General William Pelham rejected it for noncompliance with terms in the grant. Neither factories nor wells
had been constructed. The claimants then hired John S. Watts and
two other attorneys to appeal Pelham's decision. IS
After delays, caused in part by Knapp's obstructive behavior,
the case was argued before the territorial supreme court in January 1867, and Pelham's decision was reversed. However, the federal government appealed. In 1871, after listening to arguments
that Watts and other attorneys presented, the U.S. Supreme Court
declared the grant void, stating that under Mexican law departmental assemblies had no power to dispose of public domain, except for settlement and cultivation; only the supreme government
had right to dispose of it for other purposes. 16
Knapp's June 3 letter to Steck is reproduced here for several
reasons. It offers a new and plausible interpretation for Judge
Knapp's removal. It reveals Knapp's firmly held belief that graft
and corruption were widespread in the army's supply system. And
finally, it expresses Knapp's desire to continue government serviCe
in New Mexico, a goal that he pursued in later years.
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Mesilla New Mexico, June 3d, 1865
Dear Doctor:
Your kind letter of the 26th ult. has reached me in due course of mail,
and it gives me great pleasure to hear of the probable success of our
friend Chavez. 17 I shall have another paper hitting Carleton, upon the
difference he is making between the price he pays the people for grain
etc., and that paid to contractors. Higgins and Lemon are sore under my
No.8. But they are a good deal sorer under some other matters. Mrs.
Kelley is on her way here, and Higgins is indebted to the estate largely,
and has no means to pay.18 Lemon's stealing in contracts, beside receiving more than anyone else, is coming to light. It is said the forage master
will swear that he delivered hay five hundred pounds too short in the ton,
and there is a deficit of 5000 pounds of wheat at 8 cts, in a contract, and
vouchers given for wheat. 19 The officers here have kicked him out of
their company. Capt. Thayer goes up the spout for aiding Rynerson and
George Alexander in stealing from the Q M and commissary a t this
place. They are now calling on Col. Jones "the sesesh" to save them from
their crimes. 20 "Loyalty" of that kind which robs the government, is
below par just now. I hope it will stay so. You know I am one of those
who had rather see one act than ten boasts of loyalty.
I am so glad that Arny had such good luck against Watts, in
Washington. 21 It shows that with proper representations there Watts'
power can be broken down.
The lying about you shows what the man will do to anyone who is in
his private way. And you, if you go in, must take advantage of the state
of the case, and you can do a grea t deal to kill him off.2 2 You will see
Buckalew and all the Indian Committee, but for reasons that Doolittle
has ceased to correspond with me, by reasons of Watts' influence with
him I can give you no introduction to him; at the same time I want you
to find him out even if you go from Chicago up to Racine to his house
and see that he is set right as to Watts. 23
Among other things in which you can expose Watts' iniquity is the Jornada Grant, where he gets one half. 24 You may tell the Attorney General
that he must not allow that case to come to argument in the Supreme
Court of the United States until he has all the original papers offered in
evidence, and he has taken full time to examine them carefully; when he
will find several patent forgeries; and many false translations, besides
the other fatal defects in the title papers, in the law. I know that I was
removed from office by Watts' instigation, because I would not
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countenance this swindle upon the government. Other reasons of course
were given as in your case, but that was the true cause of the removal.
Our courts have again failed, and will continue to do so, so long as
Watts is trying to hunt up a man to come here, as none will come, who is
competent, and knows the country, if he can earn one third of the
amount of the salary in the states. We shall have no judge here until the
place is filled from home material. I would be gratified to be replaced, as
it would be a triumph over them. Senators Lane, Pomeroy, Sumner,
Wade, and some others would endorse me. 25 Governor Randall the 1st
Asst. P. M. General, and Governor Farnwell[?] the 1 Examiner in the Patent Office will help in the matter; either of these can do much as they
know most of my friends in Washington, as well as my precidents [sic].
Should you see Preston King of New York, who is in power with the
President, he can be got, by referring him to the fact that in 1855 we met
at the house of our mutual friend R. H. Gillet in Washington and rode
together to Philidelphia [sic].26 We have each travelled the same political
track. Should Watts' mancome on, then the C. J. is vacant soon, or the
office District Attorney. This last would please me just about as well as
the other, though there is more labor about it,27 and I am anxious to prosecute some of the thieves upon government here. I am obliged to leave
this whole matter in your hands. Though if I thought I could do anything, I would go in. The new administration if set right now will take
note of Watts, and follow some other lead.
You must write me again before you leave, and again from the states. I
will also write you if you will let me know where you are.
Yours truly, etc J. G. Knapp
P.S. We have not had a court in this District since a year ago, and in
that only Territorial causes could be tried. U.S. cases have not been tried
here for four years, and there are at least 100 which ought to be commenced both on the civil and criminal side of the court, to say nothing of
those which the collector of revenue may have in this the El Paso
District.

Judge Knapp and his wife left New Mexico for the east during
the summer of 1865 because of Mrs. Knapp's failing health. The
editor of the Santa Fe New Mexican, in paying tribute to Knapp,
called him "no ordinary man," but one who possessed "many of
the elements of true greatness. "28 Knapp returned to New Mexico
in 1872 as a member of the surveying party for the Texas and
Pacific Railroad. He and his wife then settled in Mesilla where he
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resumed practicing law. Following Mrs. Knapp's death in mid1875, the judge left the territory, eventually moving to Limona,
Florida, where he died on July 2, 1888, at the age of eighty-three. 29
As the centennial of his death approaches, it is appropriate to
publish what indeed may be the true story behind Judge Knapp's
forced resignation.
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MARY A US TIN, "THE HIGH PRIESTESS OF
REGIONAL LITERATURE": A REVIEW ESSAY
NECAHSTEWARTFURMAN
LITERARY AMERICA 1903-1934: THE MARY AUSTIN LETTERS. Edited by T. M.
Pearce. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1979. Pp. xv, 296. Illus., appendix, index. $17.95.
ROOM AND TiME ENOUGH: THE LAND OF MARY AUSTIN. Lines by Mary Austin.
Edited and Introduction by Augusta Fink. Photographs by Morley Baer.
Flagstaff, Ariz.: Northland Press, 1979. Pp. vi, 75. Illus. $20.00.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS INDICATE a resurgence of interest in the life and works of
Mary Hunter Austin. The person most responsible for this revival is T. M. Pearce,
who has contributed the largest share to the collection of writings about Mary
Austin with publication of his Beloved House in 1940, Mary Hunter Austin in
1970, and with Literary America 1903-1934: The Mary Austin Letters in 1979.
While Pearce's previous studies have been largely biographical in nature,
Literary America helps to place Austin in perspective among her peers as one of
the most highly-respected writers of the first three decades of the twentieth century. At the same time, because of the wide range of her acquaintances, the letters make information available that provides insights not only into the life of
Mary Austin but also into the lives of other well-known figures of the times.
After a brief editorial introduction, the book begins with letters that pick up
the strands of Austin's life in 1903 after publication of The Land of Little Rain, a
book which earned Austin recognition and prestige as an interpreter of the Southwestern landscape, and at a point when her personal horizons had expanded to
include individuals such as Charles Fletcher Lummis, Ina Coolbrith, George
Sterling, Jack London, James Hopper, Frederick Webb Hodge, and later Upton
Sinclair, H. G. Wells, Herbert Hoover, Ansel Adams, D. H. Lawrence, Willa
Cather, Amy Lowell, Mabel Dodge Lujan, John Collier, Witter Brynner, and
many others.
Correspondence from these artists intimately mirrors their human frailties,
literary interests and opinions, and their support of each other, as well as their
friendly feuds. The letters also reveal less well-known aspects of public figures
such as President Herbert Hoover's dalliance with play production, Jack London's professed purpose in writing The Sea Wolf and The Strength of the Storm,
and Austin's prophetic visions concerning the Bolshevik Revolution and the state
of world affairs. The book follows a logical format in first printing' correspondence Austin received at the artist colony in Carmel-By-The-Sea, then during her New York years, and finally letters sent to her in Santa Fe, where she died
at her "Beloved House" in 1934.
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Included in an appendix are biographical sketches of correspondents that
make the reading much more meaningful. In addition, detailed introductions to
individual letters in the text set the stage for the writer's thoughts and unify the
collection into a revealing documentary. Altogether, the editor claims, the collection isa "literary panorama of people, places, and events [and] . . . presents a
truly innovative and creative period in the history of the United States." Insofar
as Austin is concerned, the impression given is that of a great talent, respecteddespite her eccentricities-for her contributions to literary America and for her
activities as playwright, champion of feminist causes, Indian rights, and her promotion of regionalism and the arts.
While Pearce's excellent compilation is primarily an intellectual portrait, the
beautiful little book entitled Room and Time Enough: The Land of Mary Austin,
with its excellent photography by Morley Baer, provides visual interpretation of
the word pictures Austin evoked when writing about the Southwest. Since
Austin's writings seemed to flow from a mystical harmony with nature to
become at times more poetry than prose, this volume is a particularly fitting
tribute to the woman Carl Van Doren referred to as "Master of the Environment" and "The High Priestess of Regional Literature."l Photographer Baer, explaining the source of his inspiration, sees Austin's writings as the perfect integration of person and place with an "imagery so incessant" that he felt compelled to
photograph the land of which she talked. 2
Following Baer's prologue, Augusta Fink, in a well-written introduction, gives
an overview of Austin's life. Starting with Austin's childhood in Carlinville, Illinois, and her development as a precocious and rather strange child deeply hurt
by her mother's rejection and the death of her dearly beloved father and sister
Jennie and the family's subsequent move to California, the author relates how the
young girl found solace in the peaceful environment of the San Joaquin Valley. In
this new locale, Austin's association with General Edward Fitzgerald Beale of
the Tejon Ranch, who shared with her his knowledge of California and the West,
proved to be of great importance. The information gleaned on the Tejon Ranch
combined with her mystical affinity for the land soon provided material for
works such as The Land of Little Rain, Isidro, The Flock, Lost Borders, and The
Ford.
After Austin married Stafford Wallace Austin, the couple moved to Owens
Valley where the splendor of this high desert country provided further inspiration for her writings and scenes which Baer interprets so beautifully in his
photographs. Fink relates with sensitivity the anguish of the Austins at the birth
of their retarded daughter, Ruth, Mary's discovery of prayer as a creative source
that sharpened her writing skills, and her attachment to the literary group surrounding Charles Fletcher Lummis in Los Angeles, where she honed her talents
and widened her circle of friends.
After publication of The Land of Little Rain, Austin became one of the first
members of the artists' colony at Carmel, thus initiating another productive
period in her life. Fink next tells of Austin's trip to Europe where she expected to
die of illness diagnosed as cancer (but a seemingly miraculous cure saved her
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life), her years in New York, and finally her decision to make Santa Fe her home
after extensive journeying throughout the Southwest. 3
Appropriately, Room and Time Enough is organized according to where
Austin lived in the Southwest: Owens Valley, California; the Monterey Peninsula; and New Mexico and impressions of journeys into Arizona. The annotations
are taken from quotations that each environment inspired. The title of the book
comes from The Land of Little Rain where in the high desert hills near
Bakersfield, California, Austin found "Room and Time Enough" to develop her
talents as a writer. In this section of the book, the photographs of Coldwater
Creek are particularly outstanding as light illuminates the rapids to give the illusion of water charged with electricity. The visual images of the Monterey Peninsula; where at Carmel Austin enjoyed the camaraderie of kindred souls, feature
the tidal rocks at Garrapata Beach standing in stark and monumental grandeur
as if part of a scene from a space odyssey.
After an extensive trip throughout the desert states which resulted in publication of Land of Journey's Ending in 1924, Mary Austin decided to make her
home Santa Fe. This book, which most critics rank as equal to or better than The
Land of Little Rain, provides a holistic view of the essence of the Southwest.
Along with Starry Adventure, it provides stunning descriptions of New Mexico
and shows Austin's love affair with her adopted state and its people. Utilizing
literary imagery she t~lls of the "vast cactus gardens" between Tucson and
Phoenix, the "plantations of thistle poppies" and the "golden palo verde flowers"
decorating the lower'slopes of the Sangre de Cristos, the beauty of the seasons
along the Rio Grande, the symbolism of Indian art and religion, and the
splashing color on earthen walls of the garlands of red chi lis in the Espanola
Valley.
Although Austin wrote many novels, essays, and a few political tracts, she is
best remembered for those works that reflect her tremendous appreciation of the
Southwest and its unique culture. Accordingly, many of the letters in Pearce's
Literary America testify to the intensity of her interest in the promotion of
regionalism, while Room and Time Enough exemplifies in two mediums her
sense of time and place that make her a standard bearer for the regionalistic fervor sweeping America in the years between 1918-1930.
During this period "regionalism," defined as a growing rebellion against the
mechanization and regimentation of an increasingly technological society, was
mirrored in the efforts of writers and artists around the country. In the Middle
West, for example, regionalists tended to devote their energies to social and
economic liberalism. Southern Agrarians, on the other hand, attempted to revive
the intrinsic values of the Old South; but southwesterners like Austin emphasized
the unique native culture, environment, and the arts of their region .. As a
transplanted easterner, Mary Austin, perhaps more than natives of the region,
grew to appreciate and glorify in poetry and prose the southwestern landscape.·
Eventually, through the efforts of Austin and other regionalists, New York as
the.symbol of the American literary world began to crumble. Everyone read
what New York wrote, sang what New. York sang. But centers of rebellion began
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to spring up in America-among Austin's artist crowd at Carmel; at Chapel Hill,
North Carolina; and in Texas, where J. Frank Dobie's works began to make an
impression. The Dallas Little Theater and the Southwest Review, which included
Mary Austin as a member of its editorial board, stood in the vanguard of this
mov,ement. In 1929, as editors of the Southwest Review, John H. McGinnis and
Henry Nash Smith featured a symposium on regionalism. Most contributors to
the Summer 1929 issue of the Review agreed with Austin's viewpoint that southwestern landscape and the region's common traditions had spawned a unique
culture deserving of its own literature and art. S
Both books under review reflect the intense regionalism of Austin's worksBaer and Fink's volume overtly through photographic interpretations and
Pearce's in letters to and from friends and associates. As a believer in
regionalism, Austin had no compunction about writing a friend in Santa Fe:
"You can jump on Henry Canby for his long editorial number in the current
issue of the Saturday Review. . . in which he says he does not know where to
look for any body [sic] who writes about America with love. . . . The real trouble is that Henry has not looked west of the Hudson, but I do think it is time for
that silly snobishness [sic) of New York to have its quietus."·
As a champion of this regionalistic trend, Austin was very much a part of a
distinctive era in American literary history-an era when not only Mary Austin
as an individual was searching for identity and a sense of place, but a time when
America as a nation was experiencing a coming of age and a desire to cast off its
image as a European stepchild. At the same time, people began to feel the need to
counte~act the rapid and unsettling changes taking place and affecting their lives
in the name of technology and progress.
Regional works such as The Land of Little Rain and The American Rhythm
contributed much toward the attainment of these goals. For Austin, however,
publication of Land ofJourney's Ending in 1924, as Fink has correctly analyzed,
stood as a pivotal point in Austin's personal life; the experience of her long
journey through the Southwest resulted not only in her paean to the beauty of the
region but also in the personal conviction that the land had opened its vastness to
welcome home a kindred spirit. Thus both books under consideration constitute
worthy contributions to a better understanding of the complex personality of
Mary Austin and, at the same time, .focus on a transition period in American
society and artistic achievement.

NOTES
1. "Mary Austin is Guest in Pasadena," Pasadena Star News, October 24,
1933, Mary Austin Collection, AU Box 2, Henry E. Huntington Library, San
Marino, California (HEH); and "Mary Austin-One of America's Distinguished
Women," World Celebrities Publicity Flyer, AU Box 23 A, HEH.
2. [Mary Austin,) Room and Time Enough: The Land of Mary Austin, edited
and intro. by Augusta Fink; photographs, Morley Baer (Flagstaff, Ariz.: Northland Press, 1979), p. viii.
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3. Austin, Room and Time Enough, pp. 1-13.
4. See Mabel Major and T. M. Pearce, Southwest Heritage: A Literary History
with Bibliographies, 3rd ed. rev. (Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1972), pp. 1-10 for a
good discussion of regionalism in America.
5. "Regional Culture," New York Times, February 15, 1931; Henry Smith to
Mary Austin, Dallas, Texas; May 11; June 8; September 25; November 26, 1930,
AU Box 20, HEH. See also Mary Austin, "Regionalism in American Literature,"
(typescript),pp. 12-13, AU Box 26, E II: Articles, HEH.
6. Austin to Louis Untermeyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 12, 1930,
AU Folder HM 41066, HEH.

News Notes
The New Mexico Genealogical Society, Inc., meeting on the third Tuesday
evening of each month, 7:30 p.m., at Botts Hall of the Albuquerque Special Collections Library, is open to the public. Although the society's primary interest is
in the collection, preservation, and publication of New Mexico records, anannual
purchase of genealogical books has added to the growing collection at the Special
Collections Library. The society's programs and fourth Saturday seminars cover
research techniques and sources of family history. The New Mexico Genealogist,
a quarterly publication of New Mexico family source material, has national
distribution. This year, an ongoing New Mexico workshop has been added on
third Saturday afternoons, at 1:30 p.m., at Botts Hall, for members and guests
with New Mexico ancestry.
The Albuquerque Historical Society is continuing its long-time commitment to
serving the city's heritage with an active schedule of projects and events. During
the past year its meetings have featured the stories of ethnic groups in the city; it
assisted in the celebration of the Railroad Centennial; and it has supported
reestablishment and expansion of the Southwest Collection of the Albuquerque
Public Library.
The society has recently published, in cooperation with the University of New
Mexico Press, A Boy's Albuquerque: 1898-1912, Kenneth C. Balcomb's
biography of the town from his eighth year to 1912. Other titles in the program
are Irene Fisher's Bathtub and Silver Bullet and More Bathtubs and Fewer
Bullets, gentle and vivid fictionalized accounts of the people and life she knew in
the Los Griegos community. Together with several earlier pamphlets, these titles
illustrate the society's commitment to publish materials of permanent interest to
the history of Albuquerque.
The society welcomes to membership persons who would enjoy sharing its
work and projects. Requests for membership information, as well as book orders,
may be sent to Lucie E. Adams, 8 Pool NW, Albuquerque, 87110. Suggestions
for projects, publications, or matters of general interest in the history of Albuquerque should be addressed to Pres. Margaret Dike, 1611 Bayita Lane NW,
Albuquerque, 87107.

Book Reviews
THESE MOUNTAINS ARE OUR SACRED PLACES. By Chief John Snow. Toronto:
Samuel Stevens Publishers, 1977. Pp. 161. IIIus., notes, bibliog.,
index. $12.95.
AS AN INTRODUCTION to Stoney Indian society, this isa pleasing and informative
book. In· the preface, Chief Snow points out that this is not an anthropological
text; rather, it is a narration of the Stoneys' one hundred years of struggle against
restrictive governmental legislation and public indifference. He makes a salient
point in claiming that missionaries and anthropologists misunderstood, and thus,
misinterpreted the original Indian culture because they "saw their mission as one
of imposing their culture on us." Unfortunately, Snow does not correct these
misinterpretations, which would have given a true picture of authentic Indian
society. Instead, at times, he reinforces the European's stereotyped descriptions.
At other times, Snow incli~es seriously to the romantic noble savage myth by
glorifying the prehistoric Stoney people. He fails to relate the social reality of
daily existence, the struggles and the ordinary relationships of the Stoney people.
The author narrates two different themes which run parallel, but separately
throughout the book. One theme is an account of traditional Stoney Indians,
their beliefs, and life-styles which are portrayed throughout in an excessively
repetitious and fanciful manner. They are paragons of the "noble spiritual
aborigine." The other theme is a Canadian history of Stoney Indians which coincides rather closely to the white man's standard version. Such a dual narrative
leads to confusion and misunderstanding. .
Rather than producing a documented oral history of the Stoneys, the author
relates a quasi-legendary religious narrative. Indian life is interwoven with
spirituality and ethnocentrism. In fact, the entire book is overly accented with
indigenous spirituality and Christian religiosity. This may result from the
author's personal background, training, and experience. His early education was
taken at reserve school, which would have been a Methodist missionary school.
Later, he trained at St. Stephen's Theological College. He was ordained as a
minister in 1968 and since then has served in that capacity.. Despite his
voluminous discussion, Snow fails to provide a clear distinction between indigenous spiritualism and Christian religion. Possibly, a reason for this ambiguity
is that Chief Snow wants his readers to believe that there is little difference between the two.
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Nevertheless, the author presents a unique and readable story of the Stoney
people which convinces this reader that much can be learned from the indigenous Indian society. Chief Snow portrays an optimistic picture of Canadian
pluralism, in which Indian communities can be economically independent and
culturally autonomous within the Canadian Mosaic.
University of California, Davis

HowARD ADAMS

TENDING THE TALKING WIRE: A BUCK SOLDIER'S VIEW OF INDIAN COUNTRY,
1863-1866. Edited by William E. Unrau. Salt Lake City: University of Utah
Press, 1979. Pp. xiv, 382.IIIus., notes, bibliog., index. $20.00
TWENTY-FOUR YEAR OLD Hervey Johnson, an Ohio Quaker, had no desire to fight
in the Civil War, but faced with being drafted he enlisted on July 11, 1863 in the
Eleventh Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Cavalry. He was assigned to Company "G"
along with a number of his friends and spent the next three years in that unit. His
regiment was initially engaged in fruitless pursuit of Confederate General John
Morgan's raiders and the guerillas of William Clark Quantrell. Within less than
a month, however, Johnson's regiment was transferred to Wyoming and spent
the next three years guarding the newly constructed transcontinental telegraph
and protecting the thousands of emigrants on their way to Utah, California, and
Oregon.
Johnson's years at Fort Laramie, Deer Creek Station, Platte Bridge, and Sweetwater Station were eventful ones. The Sioux, Cheyenne, and Arapaho Indians
understood the meaning of the "talking wire" and the steady processions of
emigrant trains and were determined to defend their homeland and their way of
life. And, during Johnson's term of service these Indians were successful in fending off the white invasion.
Johnson wrote often, and in detail, to friends and relatives in Ohio and provides an interesting and continuing narrative of his experiences. He emerges from
these letters as an articulate, observant, and sensitive man who did his duty to the
best of his ability. He had little respect for the commissioned officers and felt
most were unfit for command, yet he obeyed orders and had no sympathy for the
enlisted men who deserted.
Living conditions were primitive in the isolated little posts and stations, and
Johnson preferred, when weather permitted, to sleep in a blanket under the stars
rather than on a straw mattress in a log hut. His diet was often no more than
bread and coffee, but on occasion he wrote eloquently of literal feasts of
antelope, deer, and bear meat.
Johnson did not remain a pacifist for long after reaching the frontier. He came
to despise the Indians whether peaceful or hostile. And, as army and civilian
casualties mounted, he longed "to get a redskin" in his sights. He came to believe
that pursuit of raiders was futile and that the solution was an unrelenting war
against Indian villages. It is clear that he never questioned the right of whites to
occupy and develop the region.
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Johnson's three-year term expired in the summer of 1866, and his final letters
deal with the details of a comparatively uneventful trip home.
Tending the Talking Wire provides an unusual opportunity to view the Indian
frontier from the point of view of an enlisted man and to share with him his
distaste for military life. William Unrau has done a superb job of editing these
letters. He has permitted Johnson to tell his story while adding essential footnotes
that add both to interest and understanding. This book is a welcome addition to
the literature of the American West.

University of Toledo

WILLIAM H. LECKIE

AGENTS OF MANIFEST DESTINY: THE LIVES AND TIMES OF THE FILIBUSTERS. By
Charles H. Brown. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980. Pp.
xi, 525. Illus:, notes, bibliog., index. $25.00
SOME THIRTY YEARS AGO this reviewer looked forward to making the study of
filibustering a major focus of his research. In those years the field was wide open.
Only one scholar, Rufus K. Wyllys, had done extensive work on the phenomenon
of restless Americans going abroad in search of political and economic power
through the use of force. I remember writing several articles on the subject-one
on Samuel Brannan's attempt to seize Hawaii (cited in this book), another on the
futile last days of filibustering in Lower California (not cited).
Now Charles Brown has moved well beyond these writings to give us a book
that spans the many attempts at illegal involvements in the Antilles, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Honduras, and into the Pacific Basin. Centered upon the 1850s, the
volume describes how freebooting advance agents of Manifest Destiny spilled out
of an expanding America onto foreign shores.
The term "filibuster," today applied to prolonged speech making for the delay
of legislative procedures, had another, more brutal, connotation in that era.
Filibusters went abroad in groups to "free" unprotected, exposed territory from
foreign control. The residents of such areas naturally considered the invading
filibusters to be land thieves if nothing else. When successful, the filibuster might
be acclaimed a hero at home; when he failed he was branded an unprincipled
outlaw.
Filibustering was a phenomenon of a restless, youthful America, convinced of
its destiny to expand toward the country's "natural frontiers." This enthusiasm
had not abated with the acquisition of Texas and California.
During the 1850s it was frequently as unpopular for a Westerner to be opposed
to filibustering as it was for a Southerner to be against slavery. Southerners
among the filibusters were particularly attracted to projects for spreadirig
slavery into lands farther south. Apologists for filibustering professed admiration
for adventurers willing to shoulder rifles in foreign fields, seeing them as
patriotic soldiers of fortune.
Most filibusters were victims of insufficient financial backing, poor planning,
and bad leadership. Their decline can only be considered fortunate. During the
negotiations that led to the Gadsden Purchase, the filibusters proved a particular
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embarrassment to United States officials; and in general they lost the United
States much goodwill. Filibustering, in fact, had proved itself an outmoded stepchild of Manifest Destiny.
Brown has brought research about the filibusters up to date. His is the best
book yet to have emerged concerning this somewhat neglected aspect of the
American past.

Occidental College

ANDREW ROLLE

SIXSHOOTERS AND SAGEBRUSH: COWBOY STORIES OF THE SOUTHWEST. By Rowland
W. Rider, as told to Deirdre Paulsen. Foreword by William A. Wilson. Provo:
Brigham Young University Press, 1979. Pp. xvi, 152. Illus., notes. $7.95.
THE COWBOY HERO: HIS IMAGE IN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE. By William
W. Savage, Jr. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. Pp. xii, 179.
Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $12.95.
ROWLAND W. RIDER was an old-time cowboy in southern Utah and northern
Arizona in the early 1900s. Working all the way south to the Grand Canyon,
Rider knew well the villagers and stockmen, the prospectors and gunmen, the
Navajos and the Piutes-the whole unique mix of characters who hung around
Fredonia and Kanab or who ran loose in the Ponderosa forests of the Kaibab
Plateau. In Sixshooters and Sagebrush he describes these local people and also
the touring famous people he met-men like Zane Grey and Teddy Roosevelt and
Julius F. Stone, leader of one of the early float parties down the Colorado River
through the Grand Canyon. Just as interesting as his descriptions of the people
are Rider's memories of the animals he knew-the cattle and the buffalo, the owl
and the wolf and the coyote, but especially the horse. Rowland Rider makes it
unmistakably clear here how critically important good horses were. Their
temperament, their training, their care and general health were matters of first
concern and daily attention to the man who followed the cows. When his horses
were well, the cowboy was content. When they were not, the man was troubled.
Rider pays tribute .to the best of his working horses, and he also tells of the wild
ones he often saw. His description of two mustang stallions who fought to the
death while their mares and colts looked on like spectators at a boxing match
makes this little book worth the money.
Fortunately for the writing, Rider's reminiscences are precise and clear edged.
Though nostalgic, he does not dwell on his sentiments but on the subjects he
describes. Instead of saying how he feels about the past, Rider focuses on detail
and enables us to visualize it. We are moved only indirectly by our private
perception of what his feelings must be, and we cannot help, therefore, being
brought close to this man. Of the death of his favorite working horse, for instance, Rider gives only the specific details of a very strange accident. He then
says: "This took place in 1908 and I went back there in 1921 to, build a monument for Hammie, a rock monument. . . ." Of the art of Sixshooters and
Sagebrush, I have only one complaint. That is that the book is not all cowboy
stories. In the last three chapters the focus of the memories changes to a different
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age and a different subject-the automobile age and the subject of Mormon
spiritual experience. While these may be interesting in themselves, they haven't
much to do with the subject of the book's ti~le or with the real center of Rider's
liveliest memories. I wish the editor had stopped with the cowboy stories, with
Rider's remembering how wonderfully free his boyhood was on the Kaibab
Plateau and with his characterizing a cow country people now mostly gone.
If Sixshooters and Sagebrush is a primary book about a special part of the
American West, William W. Savage's The Cowboy Hero: His Image in American
History and Culture is a study of the cowboy figure as it appears in popular
literature, music, advertising, and film. The first book is the memories of an actual working cowboy while the second is about the mythical one, the cowboy
Americans (and Europeans) like to think and dream about. The two cowboys, as
Savage points out, have little to do with one another. The one rode horseback and
followed dusty cows, worked up a sweat and smelt of manure; the other is almost
entirely a product and a tool of our imagination. The one, in his actual form, was
a minor figure in American history; the other is, unarguably, a major image and
I force in our popular culture. What is best about Savage's book is that it moves so
widely across the spreading landscape of American culture-moves from truck
stop to western clothing store, from cowboy movie to Marlboro Man-and in
moving far makes its reader realize how nearly all pervasive and how complexly
interwoven in our culture the cowboy myth is. Sava'ge's b~ok also contains provocative sections on the time-honored assumptions and interpretations. Savage is
not afraid to challenge even the famous historians when he points out what he
calls "the deficiencies of cowboy scholarship."
But The Cowboy Hero is an exasperating book to read. The focus drifts from
subject to subject almost without apparent rationale or cue. The prose itself
varies in quality from brilliantly clear statement to bad cleverness (the
uneducated cowboy hero in the B movies "could overcome any adversity . . .
without benefit of university") and awkward or unclear sentences. It is true that
the book accomplishes exactly what Savage says he intends; that is, it glances at
"the uses" to which the cowboy hero "has been put by various people in various
media." The author does not evaluate the merits of the popular arts which use
the cowboy image, nor does he examine the reasons why Americans seem to need
a mythical cowboy. These things Savage does not propose to attempt. The result
is that The Cowboy Hero is a mix of useful and suggestive scholarship and rather
poor writing. The book is, nevertheless, important. Western buffs and scholars
will find its suggestions and its probings useful for a long time to come.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

DA VID REMLEY

BAT MASTERSON: THE MAN AND THE LEGEND. By Robert DeArment. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1979. Pp. xiii, 441. Illus., notes, bibliog.,
index. $14.95.
IN THE GUNSMOKE PANTHEON, the name Bat Masterson is not as prominent as
Billy the Kid, John Wesley Hardin, Wild Bill Hickok, and Wyatt Earp, However,
this biography may improve Masterson's place in line.
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Bat began his career in 1874 when buffalo hunters fought off the warriors of
Quanah Parker in the famous Battle of Adobe Walls out on the Texas Panhandle.
Three years later Masterson went to Dodge City where he alternated between
running a saloon and serving as the county sheriff, between being a near inmate
and being a keeper. After his brother, Ed, was slain, Bat became a deputy U.S.
marshal. He also sold his talents to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe during its
bloody dispute for right-of-way through Raton Pass with the Denver & Rio
Grande. And had it not been for a fluke of being called back from Tombstone to
Dodge City when another brother had difficulties, Bat Masterson might have
become more famous than Wyatt Earp. He missed the Gunfight at the OK Corral
by seven months. Not long afterwards, Bat entered the newspaper trade, becoming what boxing authorities considered the foremost pugilistic expert in the country. He died in 1921 at his New York office.
Bat Masterson's biography has significance far beyond the .recounting of a
dramatic life. He saw an era pass before his eyes. He managed to be involved in
various political entanglements, and he knew well such stalwarts as Earp, Holliday, Ben Thompson, Luke Short, Clay Allison, Bill Tilghman, Buffalo Bill, Nat
Fleischer, Teddy Roosevelt, and Damon Runyon. His story moves relentlessly
back and forth across the nation, for the Masterson biography is the chronicle of
a West that is growing up, maturing.
The research is thorough, the writing is well done. If DeArment occasionally
gets a little purple with his prose, i.e., "blackhearted, bloodthirsty killers," he
nevertheless moves his story along with understanding and a broad brush. Bat
Masterson comes about as close as a book can to being definitive.

University of Texas
at El Paso

LEONC. METZ

HARD-ROCK MINERS: THE INTERMOUNTAIN WEST, 1860-1920. By Ronald C.
Brown. College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1979. Pp. xiv, 201.
Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $15.95.
THIS HAS BEEN A VINTAGE PERIOD for books about western mining workers. The
year 1974 brought two volumes: John Rowe's The Hard-Rock Men: Cornish
Immigrants and the North American Mining Frontier and Richard E.
Lingenfelter's The Hardrock Miners: A History of the Mining Labor Movement
in the American West, 1863-1893. Both were competent studies that chose to
confine themselves to the special topics indicated by their respective subtitles.
Now in 1979 we have had two new books that are much more comprehensive
than Rowe's or Lingenfelter's. Mark Wyman's Hard Rock Epic: Western Miners
and the Industrial Revolution, 1860-1910 takes for its central theme the immense changes in miners' lives caused by technological innovations and the
reluctance of employers to match those changes with corresponding safeguards
designed to protect the miners' health, comfort, and even their very lives.
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Published only a few months later, Ronald C. Brown's Hard-Rock Miners: The
Intermountain West, 1860-1920 does not cover precisely the same ground as
Wyman's. Chronologically Brown extends his field by an additional decade and
geographically he focuses more on .the Southwest, whereas Wyman gives much
attention to such northern areas as Idaho and Montana. More significantly,
Brown's approach is different.' Where Wyman achieves unity and insight by
viewing western mining as a part of the national industrial revolution, with its
familiar picture of absentee corporate ownership pitted against immigrant labor,
Brown has chosen to present his story as a series of careful, well-documented
descriptions and analyses of the principal aspects of the miners' existence. His
book is thus more narrative than interpretive. It is a balanced account that will
be valuable to anyone who wants to understand a particular problem or to find a
convincing illustrative example of what that problem meant in the lives of actual, named miners.
The quality of Brown's book rests upon the excellent research that has gone
into it. Wide and discriminating reading in the manuscript and printed resources
of nine major libraries lies behind these 168 pages offinal text. In style, the book
is clear, direct, and always readable. If it lacks the verve that characterizes
Wyman's competing volume, nevertheless it has its own virtue of steady, careful
presentation.
Students who want to know which book to read should be given the unhelpful
advice to try both-and to supplement them with Lingenfelter's study of the first
thirty years of unionization and Rowe's monograph on one of the two most important immigrant groups (the other being the as yet neglected Irish). On the key
question of labor warfare, it's worth noting that these recent books are more
moderate in tone than Vernon Jensen's monograph of thirty years ago, Heritage
of Conflict.

California Institute of Technology

RODMAN W. PAUL

THE LONG ROAD NORTH. By John Davidson. Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1979, Pp, 190. $8.95.
MEXICAN WORKERS IN THE UNITED STATES: HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE. Edited by George C. Kiser and Martha Woody Kiser. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1979. Pp. 295. Notes, bibliog., index.
$7.50.
IMMIGRANTS-AND IMMIGRANTS: PERSPECTIVES ON MEXICAN LABOR MIGRATION TO
'THE UNITED STATES. Edited by Arthur F. Corwin. Westport: Greenwood Press,
1978. Contributions in Economics and Economic History, Number 17. Pp. x,
378. Illus., notes, appen., index. $18.95.
No SINGLE ETHNIC.GROUP has contributed more to the socia-economic development of the Southwest than the Mexican. Since the turn of the century, Mexican
workers have provided a substantial percentage of the labor force in both rural
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and urban industries. By the 1920s Mexican immigration had already become a
"fixed institution" in the growth and rise of the economic empires of the
Southwest. Although constant and yet fluctuating in periods of economic crisis,
Mexican immigration to the United States had been both legal and undocumented, seasonal and permanent. Yet, in spite of its crucial import<j,nce to
both Mexico and the United States, Mexican immigration until recently remained an obscure chapter in labor historiography.
However in the last decade the theme of Mexican immigration has begun to
receive widespread attention from scholars, journalists, and politicians. This interest stems from certain factors such as the appearance of a potentially powerful
Chicano/Mexican population, the crisis in the U.S. economy and the need for the
State to search for scapegoats such as undocumented Mexican workers, and the
rise of Mexico as an international oil power. As is the case with the great majority of topics which come "in vogue" suddenly, many of the publications that
quickly appear on the market reflect sheer opportunism and a clear lack of commitment to the subject matter. Three such "contributions" are: The Long Road
North by John Davidson, Mexican Workers in the United States edited by George
C. Kiser and Martha Woody Kiser, and Immigrants-and Immigrants edited by
Arthur F. Corwin.
The Long Road North narrates in detail the story of an undocumented worker
and those he encounters during his struggle to migrate al norte del Rio Bravo.
Although the narrative is a sensitive and sympathetic view of the plight of a
"typical" Mexican migrant worker, the book on the whole falls short in its
overall purpose. The author seemingly was unable to decide whether to structure
the study as a documentary or simply as a work of fiction. The combination of
both techniques does not prove successful in this case. As a documentary many
essential aspects which face Mexicans in an inflationary dependent economy are
not discussed. Vital questions such as high unemployment, underemployment,
population growth, the widening gap between the affluent and the poor, and the
crisis of the agricultural sector are totally ignored. As a work of fiction, the
characters are not fully developed so that they appear static, one dimension~l,
almost existing and functioning in a vacuum.
Among the three studies under consideration the clearest example of opportunism and lack of knowledge or academic distinction is Mexican Workers in the
United States. The editors state their main purpose in publishing this reader as
that of making "useful but less accessible literature readily available" to a
general public. While this purpose is certainly valid, particularly in a complex
and controversial subject such as Mexican immigration to the U.S., it is not
fulfilled in any manner. Only a few items included, such as the "Papers of David
H. Stowe," are truly "less accessible." The reader is divided into six sections with
the first three presenting chronologically historical data concerning Mexican
labor in the United States. The majority of the items are letters from governmental agencies or leaders, newspapers commentaries, and sections from American
scholars. Section four concentrates on undocumented Mexican labor. The final
two sections explore, superficially, "commuter" labor and the Border Indus-
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trialization Programs. As a whole, the book lacks a cohesive organization
resulting in a haphazard assortment of dissimilar excerpts leaving unanswered
questions and simplistic views.
The most scholarly yet the most disappointing of the three is Immigrants-and
Immigrants. After considerable financial support and controversy, Arthur Corwin finally published his findings. His edited work, much like his editorials and
position papers on the question of Mexican immigration, reflect his polemical
style, changing conclusions to suit the trends of the moment, and one-sided interpretations. For example, in Chapter One "The Study and Interpretation of Mexican Labor Migration-an Introduction," Corwin states that one main reason
Mexican migrants have not received the same "study" as others is that they
"have played a rather inconspicuous role as a rural and industrial proletariat. . . ." He fails to recognize that "role" was precisely the role cast by
employers to screen from public view their exploitive practices of a cheap,
readily available labor force. Following the introduction are several essays
(chapters) dealing with historical data concerning early labor migration trends
and causes, U.S. Census Bureau statistics on migration, and both Mexican and
U.S. governmental immigration policy. In a separate chapter Abraham Hoffman
synthesizes his earlier work on repatriation adding little new material. The
reproduction of Ernesto Galarza's "Some Comments on the Mexican Migratory
Subculture" is the single inclusion by a Chicano scholar and clearly appears to
be a token gesture. The editor turns from historical narrative and statistical
review to opinionated commentary in "The Shadow Labor Force." By far the
strongest section of the book is the edited "personal stories" of two immigrants.
The final two essays deal with Corwin's assessment of the Carter Immigration
Plan and a brief statement by Paul Taylor on the future implications of Mexican
immigration.
Almost without exception the essays in Immigrants-and Immigrants are updated versions of earlier studies. For all its financial backing, advance publicity
and generated controversy, the work proves most disappointing. The expected
contributions of Mexican consultants were not included.
It is hoped that after this initial series of publications, more comprehensive,
original, and sensitive studies will appear on the complex and important question
of Mexican immigration to the United States by scholars on both sides of the Rio
Bravo.
University of New Mexico

DA VID R. MACIEL

DUST BOWL: THE SOUTHERN PLAINS IN THE 1930s. By Donald Worster. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1979. Pp. x, 177. Illus., notes, index. $14.95.
THE DARK TIMES OF DUST BOWL DAYS, made worse by the Great Depression, have
produced a variety of memories for' residents of the southern Great Plains. Yet little has been done to provide book-length histories of that momentous period.
Several almost contemporary works exist, notably Lawrence Svobida's An Em-
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pire of Dust (1940) and Vance Johnson's Heaven's Tableland (1947). Early in
1979 Paul Bonnefield's The Dust Bowl: Men, Dirt and Depression was released,
followed in slightly less than a year by this book, and 1981 promises yet another
dust bowl volume which is now in press. All should be read by those interested in
this fragile land area which requires for its use widespread adaptation and flexibility.
Each of these dust bowl epistles sets its own style, and perhaps Worster is the
most skilled word-craftsman of the lot. Still, he argues in polemic fashion that
capitalistic agriculture is the real culprit, although he concedes that drought
might have had something to do with the dust storms of the 1930s and the creation of the Dust Bowl. As such, this is a disturbing book because his alternative to
what happened is apparently a tightly-managed or state-run agriculture on the
plains. He places no reliance on correct land treatment by most land owners. He
also casts off the historian's role to predict dire consequences of exportation of
American agricultural strategy and techniques to other countries. In his view
such practices inevitably invite the tragedy and the ruination of the land
associated with dust bowl days.
Worster has family associations with the southern Great Plains. Although born
in California, his growing-up days were spent in former Dust Bowl country. In
this his third book he elaborates and expands on a portion of his second book,
Nature's Economy: The Roots of Ecology. From Part Four, "0 Pioneers:
Ecology on the Frontier," and especially in that section's last chapter on "Dust
Follows the Plow," he introduces the arguments he uses in his Dust Bowl book.
Worster is an American Studies specialist now teaching at the University of
Hawaii. He has long been in the forefront of ecological and environmental issues.
His Dust Bowl shows a broad acquaintance with all of the pertinent literature of
the southern Great Plains, and he knows the geography of the area. A careful
examination of some of his sources shows an occasional misreading which exaggerates his avowed biases. He also introduced "exodusters" as a name for people
departing the Dust Bowl without realizing its first use for quite a different group
in quite a different time. In spite of these lapses Worster has written a fascinating
book. He still retains his "native son's affection" for this portion of the nation,
and he is well aware that his primary argument "will not be acceptable to many
plainsmen."
Kansas State University

HOMER E. SOCOLOFSKY

THE GRAVE OF JOHN WESLEY HARDIN: THREE ESSAYS ON GRASSROOTS HISTORY.
By C. L. Sonnichsen. College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1979.
Pp. 90. Notes. $6.50.
FEW NAMES IN THE STUDY of Southwestern letters and history arouse such regard
as that of Charles Leland Sonnichsen, former professor of literature at the
University of Texas-El Paso and now senior editor of the Journal of Arizona
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History. In a career of half a century, this energetic man has produced a dozen
volumes about the Southwest and its personalities. These works include, among
others: Roy Bean: Law West of the Pecos (1942); Alias Billy the Kid (1955, coauthored with William V. Morrison); Outlaw: Bill Mitchell, Alias Baldy Russell,
His Life and Times (1965); and Colonel Green and the Copper Skyrocket (1974).
In this slim volume, Sonnichsen brings together three previously-published
essays about two of his deepest interests-the place of blood feud in Southwestern
history and the part that the "grassroots" historians have played in researching
these vendettas. The grassroots historian, says the author, "investigates local
matters, [and] pioneer experiences," especially the violent deeds of the frontiersmen. The author admits that research into frontier violence is difficult, since
the participants and their descendants are very reluctant to discuss vendettas,
shootouts, and other deadly incidents. Sonnichsen attempts to dispell some
misconceptions about vendettas. Rather than being confined to two rival
families, these grisly affairs were often factional disputes. The vendettas were not
always confined to illiterate backwoodsmen, but "better citizens" often participated. And, far from being set off by a "trivial cause," feuds often erupted ~s
a consequence of some "intolerable persecution." These feuds often resembled an
"heroic age" and produced men of surpassing stature with the ability to kill
many men. In a delightful essay, "The Grave of John Wesley Hardin," Sonnichsen relates a struggle of more than twenty years to obtain permission to place
a marker over the unmarked grave of this infamous gunfighter. In 1965, the
author finally overcame obstructions of over-zealous sextons, who feared relic
hunters would wreck the gravesite.
Although local historians have always flourished in American society, the
author is making a serious appeal to professional historians to share the laurels
more fully with a more refined and qualified variety of this provincial scholar,
the grassroots historian. As researchers at the township and county level, these
enthusiastic investigators search out the minute details of the personal side of
frontiersmen, especially the violent attributes of the gunfighters. Through these
undertakings, the grassroots historians defend the humble individuals as makers
of history and repudiate the academically-oriented historians who portray
American history in mere national terms, or, on the more grandiose scale, as a
supra-national system. While the grassroots historians often venture near
antiquarianism-even Sonnichsen includes the relic collectors within his foldhe is correct when, by implication, he cautions the university-trained Ph.D.
historians against a preoccupation with official documentary sources (and air
conditioned research rooms). The research for grassroots history often occurs in
personal interviews with not always friendly subjects. Whatever the outcome of
Sonnichsen's crusade for recognition of this grassroots historian-he has proposed the creation of an "order of minor historians"-the profession of historians
would be wise to examine the 'contributions of these zealous scholars with much
more sympathy.
Arkansas State University

LARRY

D.
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THE GREAT PLAINS: ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE. Edited by Brian W. Blouet and
Frederick C. Luebke. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1977. Pp. xxviii,
246. Illus., notes. $15.95.
ALONG WITH NEW ENGLAND and the South, the western grasslands have
stimulated some of the most important American regional history. Religion,
industrialization, and human bondage have been the persistent themes in the first
two cases; the central problem of the Great Plains, on the other hand, has been
ecology. Powell, Webb, Smith, and Malin together made that problem clear to
Americans. Unfortunately, their work is now getting a little dusty. Worse, there
are not many younger scholars ready to fill their shoes, to challenge their views,
to do for the grasslands what Genovese has done for the South or Bushman,
Thernstrom, and others for New England.
This collection of essays makes that judgment unavoidable. It is based on a
1977 symposium at the University of Nebraska that brought together most of the
reputable scholars-geographers and historians predominately-who have been
writing on the grasslands. Perhaps most symposia do not produce memorable
scholarship, but now and then they do direct attention to a ferment of new thinking. In this case, however, the papers filled in a few details without fundamentally advancing the questions posed by the plains experience, the relation of man
to land.
Measured by more modest standards, the essays have some commendable
strengths. They are all prodigiously documented and illustrated with maps,
graphs, and photographs. Agricultural history is their main thrust. Bradley
Baltensperger demonstrates how 19th-century drought forced farmers to change
their crops. David Trask argues that Populism was especially strong among
farmers who failed to adjust their methods to climate. Other essays by Timothy
Rickard, Douglas Hurt, and Leslie Hewes trace agricultural adjustment to environment into the 1930s and beyond, with- reassurances that "despite serious
exceptions, the ecological balance in much of the Great Plains is reasonably
good" (Hewes, p. 177). There is an engaging piece on the country town, others on
railroad stations, aboriginal settlements, and population trends, as well as more
general interpretations by Gilbert Fite and Mary Hargreaves. All of these are
long on facts and precise in argument, but finally they suggest that Great Plains
history is still waiting for some bold new energies.
The introduction by Frederick Luebke may be the single most useful part of the
book. He sets up clearly the contrast between "environmentalists" like Webb,
who exaggerated the ecological adaptation that occurred on the plains and the
uniqueness of its institutions, and the "culturalists," who are more aware of how
much the region owes to outside influences. The editor draws our attention,
through a quotation from Robert Berkhofer, to the presence on the plains of an
economic system-"commercialized farming and the pursuit of profit"-that
was inextricably tied to a larger American capitalism. That fact was never adequately appreciated by Webb. The symposium participants likewise do not take
that suggestion very seriously, nor do they ask what the ecological consequences
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of it would be. Until that is done, the historians of the region will be plowing a
worn-out field.

University of Hawaii

DONALD WORSTER

FRONTIER WOMEN: THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST 1840-1880. By Julie Roy Jeffrey. New York: Hill and Wang, 1979. Pp. xvi, 240. Bibliog., index. $5.95
paper.
HERE, AT LAST, is a well-written, carefully researched overview of women in the
West. Although Jeffrey focuses on only a forty year period, she provides a skillful
synthesis of documents women have left describing their own experiences and
what historians have said about those documents. Jeffrey sees not one but four
frontiers in which women participated: agricultural, urban, mining, and Mormon. But she concludes that in each frontier the ideology of domesticity was pervasive just as it was in the East at that time. Women were not more equal in the
West, Jeffrey argues, ~en ma{ntained their supremacy. While' women on occasion challenged that supremacy, they were easily routed and returned meekly to
their proper sphere. The multiple frontier approach, the clear thesis about
women's experiences-that the ideology of domesticity not egalitarianism triumphed on the frontier-the wide range of sources, and their deft integration all
make this an exceptionally useful introduction to women in the West, both for
the student and for the teacher of western history. The chapter on the Mormon
frontier is particularly successful. Here wide reading in primary and secondary
sources has allowed Jeffrey to analyze convincingly the relative power of Mormon women in a polygamous community.
Yet one is left with many unanswered questions about women's frontier experiences and a few nagging doubts about Jeffrey's thesis. Jeffrey explained in her
preface that she intended to focus only on "white" (Euro-American) women who
came west. Yet in addition to excluding the first majority-Native American and
Hispanic women-Jeffrey has also chosen to exclude discussion of how the new
minority of eastern women of European descent viewed the other women or
whether the presence of women from different cultures affected the tenacity with
which eastern men and women clung to the ideology of domesticity in the West.
A frontier is a place where cultures meet and that meeting can hardly be ignored
by any historian of the West. The argument for inequality on the frontier also
seems to imply that there was no change. Jeffrey offers us a paradigm of conflict
between ideology and environment, men and women, but it seems to be static.
There is no development in this conflict and, at times, the analysis itself becomes
mechanistic and overly simple. Instead of convincing, she merely insists. She
does not discuss the major change in the relationship of women to the land
brought about by the Homestead Act of 1862 or analyze changes in the western
economy during these forty years. In her large canvas, she neglects some areas
entirely, such as New Mexico, Arizona, and Oklahoma, and says very little about
women in Texas and Kansas, thus leaving us unprepared for the great uprising of
Kansas and Texas women in the Populist revolt.
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Partly, these omissions occur because the basic research to answer these questions remains to be done, and Jeffrey set out to provide a synthesis of what we
know about women in the West. As such her book presents a challenge to
scholars to continue exploring the interaction of ideology with the material
world and of women in different ethnic groups in the West. Now that women
have become visible in western history we can get on with the task of describing
what they were doing there.

New Mexico State University

JOAN M. JENSEN

GUNPOWDER JUSTICE: A REASSESSMENT OF THE TEXAS RANGERS. By Julian Samora
et al. South Bend, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1979. Pp. 188. Illus;,
notes, bibliog., index. $10.95.
THE AUTHORS OF GUNPOWDER JUSTICE designate a two-fold purpose early in their
book: (1) to separate fact from fiction, and (2) to chronicle recent events in the
history of the Texas Rangers, (p. 7). Only in addressing their second goal are the
authors partially successful.
There is no doubt that the Texas Rangers, from their inception on the Texas
Republic frontier to the present, have been glorified. Liberal and conservative
politicians, and historians such as Walter Prescott Webb, have lavished this
paramilitary force with unfounded and undocumented praise. Written treatments have done little more than repeat Ranger mythology.
Gunpowder Justice does not degenerate into this pitfall, but it does adopt a
methodology similar to that used in most other Ranger works. Secondary sources
cited are mostly old texts on Texas history; no archives other than Webb's incomplete revised manuscript are examined. Only three government document
sources are scoured, and the authors interview only five persons. This book does
not begin to research the problems at hand.
Without an historical grounding, errors abound. Court cases are discussed but
from newspaper accounts only. Indians are called settlers; the Texas Cherokees
were "up against the Great Plains" and were always "peaceful" (p. 21). One
irony is that the authors present Webb's racist Indian treatments as fact yet
recognize Webb's attitudes toward Mexican'-Americans for what they were.
There is only one redeeming part of this book-the chapters detailing the
circumstances behind and the historical significance of the Crystal City Council
election of 1963 and the 1967 farmworker strike in the Rio Grande Valley. The
brutal role of the Texas Rangers is especially crucial to understanding the Ranger
tradition. Here the authors combine their first hand knowledge, newspaper accounts, and interviews to compose a most valuable account of these important
events.
Unfortunately, the book is so flawed that those worthwhile chapters may
never be fully appreciated or even found by scholars. Notre Dame Press ought to
have their manuscripts read by critical outside readers before they commit their
resources to what is a most valuable project-telling the documented history of
the Texas Rangers. That undertaking still remains to be accomplished.

Texas Tech University

JOHN R. WUNDER

Book Notes
The New Mexico Genealogical Society has provided an important service for
those interested in census records by compiling and publishing in four volumes
the 1850 territorial census ($35.00/set) the first·U.S. census of New Mexico. In a
separate volume they provide the Spanish and Mexican censuses of 1790, 1823,
and 1845 ($15.00). Genealogists and historians will applaud this publication program. A related publication, New Mexico Cemeteries, Vol. I ($8.00), deals with
Mount Calvary Cemetery in Bernalillo County and was compiled by Mary Brewer
for the Genealogical Society (Box 8734, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87198).
Another recent publication of interest is Frederick Monsen at Hopi (Museum of
New Mexico, Box 2087, Santa Fe; New Mexico, 87503', $5.00). Monsen worked
extensively among southwestern Indians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and was a noted photographer. This volume, originally published
in 1907, reprints five articles with photographs on the Hopis.
The Chapel of Our Lady of Talpa by William Wroth is an attractive and interesting study of a family chapel in the Taos area and of the santos and other items
that were acquired by the Taylor Museum of Colorado Springs. The items are on
. display in the museum in a reconstructed chapel. The book is available from the
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 30 West Dale Street, Colorado Springs, Colo.
80903 ($7.50).

In Pinto Beans and A Silver Spoon, Lula Collins Daudet and Ruth Collins
Roberts (Dorrance & Co., Ardmore, Pa., $6.95) contribute to New Mexicana by
relating memories of their childhood in the Des Moines area of northeastern New
Mexico. Theirs is an affectionate and personal accolint of their homeland.
Deserts on the March by Paul B. Sears was first published in 1935 and is now
available in a fourth edition (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1980,
$12.50). A warning about man's destruction of the environment that dealt in
part with radical changes in the Grea t Plains, the book was a pioneering work in
the modern conservation movement, but its message is equally significant today.
Of two recent reprints by the University of Oklahoma Press Kit Carson, A Portrait in Courage by M. Morgan Estergreen (paper, $7.95) is of special interest to
New Mexicans. This useful one-volume biography was first published in 1962.
Fifty Years on the Old Frontier as Cowboy, Hunter, Guide, Scout and Ranchman
by James H. Cook (cloth, $14.95) deals with New Mexico as well as with other
regions this remarkably-active man visited. Cook drove cattle in Texas, was acquainted with the Sioux, and managed the WS ranch in New Mexico; he
describes these and other activities in his book.
Those who have attempted to track down references to adobe and its use will
appreciate Adobe: A Comprehensive Bibliography by Rex C. Hobson ($6.95
paper, $12.00 cloth by Lightning Tree, Box 1837, Sarita Fe, New Mexico 8750 I).
Hopson includes books and monographs, journal articles, films, maps, and plans,
and he lists foreign as well as American publications. Also published by'Lightning Tree is Fray Angelico Chavez: A Bibliography of His Published Writings
(1925-1978) by Phyllis S. Morales ($12.00 cloth) which lists books, articles,
reviews, and poetry by an accomplished New Mexico author.

Letter to the Editor
AFTER CONSIDERATION I and other project workers on the Albuquerque
Museum's recent publication Old Town, Albuquerque, New Mexico: A Guide to
Its History and Architecture take serious objection to the review by Larry L6pez
[NMHR 55 (July 1980): 276-78]. It is indeed regretful'that strict academicians
often find it impossible to accept publications constructed along lines other than
those of classical scholarship, or which do not profess to be the last word on a
subject. However, as the general public is not often blessed with advanced
degrees, local nativity, or foreign language fluency it is sometimes necessary to
descend from the esoteric.
Mr. LOpez' review apparently stems from his intense dislike of present Old
Town. Many Albuquerque landmarks, including much of Old Town, have
changed over the last twenty years, and usually for the worse. It would have been
better, though, if those present at that time had joined with the few people
attempting to save landmarks from alteration and demolition, rather than to cast
disparaging comments from the secure position of hindsight. The sizeable architectural component of the book, overlooked in the review, does not seek to judge
structures, but documents their history and alteration through photographs and
written sources. Opinions of appropriateness change with time and little would
be accomplished by printed attacks on property owners. We invite the public to
form their own opinions.
The review of the history component is rife with quotations taken out of context. True, the Spanish were familiar with methods of irrigation, but in context
the statement implies that they borrowed Pueblo Indian methodology. The objection to translations of Spanish terms is unfounded as the copyeditor is highly
fluent and cross-checked all terms in Velazquez and other current dictionaries.
We make no apologies for offering translations to non-Spanish speakers.
The book uses well known sources, as well as recent research that is equally
valid, although not from the santos in Mr. L6pez' hierarchy of historians. Woe be
it if there is no room for new research or lesser published scholars. Perhaps the
book does not meet Mr. L6pez' expectations, but scholars including Dr. Marc
Simmons, Dr. Bainbridge Bunting and Dr. Vincent Kelley consulted and approved the book for its stated purpose, that of a layperson's guide.

Albuquerque Museum

BYRON A. JOHNSON
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KIT CARSON
MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
The Kit Carson Memorial Foundation, Inc. owns the ruins of the Simeon
Turley Mill and Distillery located ten miles north of Taos on the Rio Hondo.
Built in 1830 to serve the needs of mountain men involved in the southwestern
fur trade, the site became renowned for its production of "Taos Lightning," a potent whiskey made from wheat. During the uprising of January 1847, in which
Governor Charles Bent was killed, rebels attacked Turley's fourteen-room stone
headquarters and burned it.
The Foundation has compiled a detailed master plan for development of the
Turley site. It calls for a five-year archeological project to excavate the ruins and
for the building of a Fur Trade Museum on adjacent property.
In July 1980, scholars attended a planning conference in Taos to formulate a
research project aimed, not only at interpreting the Turley site, but also at providing background on northern New Mexico as a trading center dating back to
Spanish colonial times. Among those present were Harvey L. Carter, Janet
Lecompte, David J. Weber, Roberto Salmon, and Marc Simmons. An application for a research grant is being submitted to the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
Funds for the archeological work and museum construction are needed. The
Foundation, a non-profit educational organization, is actively seeking private
and corporate contributions. Information, including a copy of the master plan,
can be obtained from Director Jack Boyer, Kit Carson Memorial Foundation,
Taos, New Mexico, 87571.

